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Abstract
The coexistence mechanics of asthma, sinusitis, rhinosinusitis and reflux gastroesophageal disease are largely unknown. Rhinosinusitis, sinusitis, and gastroesophageal reflux disease are the most commonly recorded reasons for comorbid asthma. In silico study was conducted to describe the molecular mechanisms of the comorbidity of asthma with sinusitis, rhinosinusitis and gastroesophageal reflux disease. A list of associated genes were retrieved from polysearch, uniport and ensemble and find common genes for selected diseases. Selected common genes (HLA-A and HLA-B) were used to retrieved the related
pathways from KEGG. Proteins related to the targeted genes were screened manually from HIPPIE and InnateDB and also from pathways in HLA-A gene there
are KIR3DL2, KIR3DS1 and STAT3 proteins are common. In HLA-B there are
B2M, CD8A, LILRB1, LILRB2, EZR, MSN, PL53, PSMD1, PAICS, RUUBLI,
AHCY, VCP, TRIM28, ADRB2, ARHGEF4, EDEM1, HSPA5, NEDD8, PCK1,
STAT1, SUM01, TRIB3 and UBD proteins are common. Protein-Protein interaction network was generated using bio-intomics and funcoup, from network
predicted proteins are PSMB6, PSMB2, RPL3, HSPA8, NME2, PCNA, TCP1,
KPNB1, UBA1, ATP5F1A, ENO1, EEF2, ATP5F1B, TUBB, NED, RACK1,
ACTB, RPS27, RPS4X, RPSA, EEF1A1, GAT1, PPP2B1A, RPSA, DNAJA1,
GP1, TUBB, PARVA, PARVB, PXN, LIMS2, LIMS1, RSU1, LASP1, CRK,
PDLIM5, TWF2, RAC1, RPS9, RPL7 and CNDP2. Functional annotation analysis was carried out using David tool. HLA-A and HLA-B functional enrichment
analysis revealed from the common proteins. In HLA-A annotation cluster significant value indicate that these proteins are not clustered accidentally rather they
are significantly more enriched. In HLA-B functional annotation 6 clusters are
significant (cluster 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Asthma is characterized as an inflammatory disorder that is chronic. Sporadic respiratory difficulties, such as wheezing and coughing when exposed to stimuli, such
as allergens, cold weather and exercise, are the usual clinical symptoms of asthma.
It has a distinct complexity between people and even within the individual. It
is referred to as allergic asthma when asthma is activated by an immunological
response to an allergen, whereas it is referred as the non-allergic asthma when
this is caused, for example, through physical activity. In certain cases, IgE antibodies and the release of histamines cause an asthma attack, but it may also
be a case that the attack is caused by a non-allergic action as a result of cold
temperatures, although both forms have airway inflammation. Clinically, allergic
and non-allergic asthma are also used as diagnostic types of asthma. It is also
common for those with allergic asthma to have non-asthmatic reactions, such as
stress [1]. Some researchers have shown that non-allergic asthma is serious because
of lower controls than its allergic form [2]. Asthma is characterized in four areas,
none being a mandatory diagnostic criterion: symptoms, obstruction of airways,
respiratory hyperresponsiveness and inflammation of the airway [3]. In Sweden,
about 8.3–12% of the population is estimated to be affected [4].
Patients with irregular lung sound and breathing inflammation are usually affected. Asthma observations including wheezing, high breath and skin rashes,
which are believed to be caused through allergens [5]. During medical history
1
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collection, more signs of asthma may be determined. The specialist will collect
data on the extent and severity of asthmatic signs (e.g., wheezing and breathing
shortages) as well as whether the presence or degradation of any allergens and
events. If medical history and physical exams support a diagnosis of asthma, tests
for the lungs have probably follow [6] .

1.1

Pathogenesis

Although the actual cause of asthma is not known, many studies have made it
possible to understand certain essential molecular bases of the condition. The
Asthma stem pathogenesis arises from various diverse levels of the airway which
can function individually or together with a different stage. The airway epithelium is probably the most critical stage of pathophysiology. This epithelial layer
is a primary protection in healthy people, by trapping allergens in the mucus and
transferring mucus and trapped allergens from the breathing system using their
cilia. The epithelial layer must maintain strong bonds in order to perform this role.
However, these close junctures are broken in individuals who suffer from asthma,
allowing pathogens to enter the body and become sensitized. This disturbance
leads to allergies to penetrating allergens that thus cause an inflammatory response. In particular, eosinophilic recruitment leads to cytokines released (a form
of immune response-involved cell signaling protein) that contribute to asthma inflammation of airways [7].

1.2

Symptoms

Asthma symptoms vary significantly between patients and degree of severity.
Asthma’s most common symptoms include short breath, a breath with a slight
whisper (wheezing), coughing, which appears to intensify the tightness of the
chest and lying down [6]. If the symptoms get worse, they can lead to sleeping difficulties. During asthma attacks, more severe symptoms are seen which
are clearly described as increased swelling severity and inflammation of the air
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passages. These events normally lead to respiratory viruses, allergens to the atmosphere (e.g., ozone or pollen) and physical exercise. Treatment can range from
inhaler use to 3 emergency treatments for these incidents. Increased occurrence
of asthma attacks and the severity of the symptoms indicates overall progressive
asthma deterioration [8].

1.3

Asthma and Allergy

Allergy and asthma are general diseases that are in touch with almost everyone
in society. Asthma and allergy have traditionally been treated as merely psychosomatic disorders owing to their emotional distress or mental agitation [9, 10].
Asthma was seen in the 1900s as an organic condition when corticosteroid therapy dramatically changed the life of the person who was sick, changing the understanding about both asthma and allergy in general. Although recognized as
life-threatening, asthma was partially regarded before the 1960s as a disorder restricted to socially and education, and it became recognized later as affecting all
society groups and posing a serious threat to overall health and life, especially
in the poor parts of society [11]. Later in the years 1968 IgE confirmation of
the previous predictions of the fifth immunoglobulin that an allergic reaction is
causing the atopic disease. This announcement leads to a deeper understanding,
more useful therapies, and shifts the perception of allergic diseases to what we
now know [2, 12].
The researchers have focused on psychological factors, from coexistence and multimorbidity in asthma/allergy with intolerances to chemical compounds and buildings, knowledge of different form of discomfort in various asthma diagnoses and
allergies, and use levels of social support and coping strategies. The four most
popular types of allergy and asthma diagnosis were viewed in a broad perspective. For centuries, asthma and allergy have fascinated scientists in aspects from
underlying causes to prevention. Initial documentation from 2500 BC for various
types of allergic disease were found. The asthma clinical description is from ancient times [13] where early theories indicated that auto-regulation of anger could
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prevent asthma attacks [14].
The Jewish rabbi, doctor and philosopher who lived in Egypt, Maimonides (11351204) suggested psychosomatic asthma. On the one hand, a disordered psyche
can influence an individual’s somatic or physical well-being. On the other hand,
happiness might have beneficial consequences, as the heart is thought to be glad
and to stimulate the blood and mental function. Allergic disorder has progressed
over time into various pathophysiological syndromes. Inflammation may more or
less be localized and in reaction to relatively harmless external irritants such as
allergens is one of the most critical aspects. In recent decades, the change in
asthma awareness and allergy can be reflected in the way it has been handled [15].
Asthma was seen mainly during the second half of the 19th century as a psychosomatic condition, where emotional stress and nervous system imbalances were seen
as its main etiological causes. This was the main clinical technique for asthma to
alleviate anxiety [11]. This can be compared to the current asthma/allergy view,
which is primarily seen as inflammatory diseases, in which medication such as
corticosteroids and histamine treat both inflammation and allergic reactions [10].
Once the IgE is an inflammatory disorder mediator [16]. The production and enhancement of the daily lives of beneficial medications such as corticosteroids and
inhalation formulations enabled people to manage their allergic disease [17]. The
treatment of asthma, and particularly the nonallergic, was improved during the
early 1970s by inhaled corticosteroids. With inhaled corticosteroids, adverse effects of orally given cortisone may now be avoided. Asthma was later confirmed in
the 1990s as an inflammatory disorder that may explain the beneficial impacts of
anti-inflammatory agents. Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI) is the relation between
immunology and psychology. The correlation lies in the ties between psychologically and biologically plausible theories of how psychological factors can affect
immune systems and the immune system-mediated disease. These concerns have
inspired this study, considering that it is more a disease than a biomedical perspective. Asthma and allergy prevalence and properties Although findings are
conflicting [4], A rising number of people worldwide, in particular developed countries, tend to suffer from allergy and asthma [18]. Ekerljung and colleagues (2010)
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have come to the conclusion that this increased prevalence may be an indicator
that the prevalent asthma has not changed over recent years, but that the improvements in diagnostic procedures may not necessarily increase the prevalence.
The lowest prevalence in the Mediterranean and the highest prevalences in Great
Britain and Scandinavia are projected to be 5-10% in Europe [19]. Around 300
million the world’s population is estimated to have asthma, and by 2025 the number of people is estimated to have risen to 400 million [20]. Asthma and allergy
have both been documented to affect quality of life aspects (QoL) [21] to emotional suffering [22], Where stress can lead to a copy result, this can in turn build
a negative loop [23], but also to the elevated risk of disease [24]. The negative
aspects of diseases can lead, in combination, to a decrease in the financial security
of the person because of days lost in work/school and three restrictions in daily
social life. The need for medical treatment and hospitalization often cost society
asthma and allergy [24]. It was proposed that production loss in Sweden alone is
projected at £2,7 billion per year due to sick days of allergic rhinitis and common
cold. This indicates that both asthma and allergy diseases are illuminated from
different angles in order to find differences to mitigate disease and to improve their
QoL in these people [25].

1.4

Asthma Genetic Research in Pakistan

Asthma is a complex miscellaneous and polygenic disorder and therefore more
than 100 genes have been identified to be asthma related. In Pakistan, some
research on genetics of Asthma have recently been published, writing a genetic
relationship of CD-14 genes with SNP markers [26], IL-4 [27], ADAM33 [28], IL13 [29] and 17q21 [30, 31]. Such studies have been carried out on a very small
scale and do not provide sufficient proof of the genetics related to the disease.
Consequently, there is an enormous scope and desire for Pakistani population to
discover asthma genetics. This will allow us to gain accurate knowledge which can
be useful later for better diagnosis and therapy of this disease. Inflammation and
immunity response pathways are implicated in many asthma-susceptible cytokine
genes in Table 1.1 [32].
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Table 1.1: Cytokines genes associated with Asthma which is involved in inflammatory and immune response pathways.

No of

Genes

Genes

Chromo-

Molecular

somes

Functions

Variants

References

Secretoglobin
1

CC16

11q12.3

family 1a

38a/g

[33]

-384a/g

[34]

member 1
2

CCL11 17q12

CCR chemokine
receptor binding
Phosphatidylinositol
phospholipase c

3

CCL5

17q12

-403g/a
activity;

[35]

-28c/g
Chemokine receptor
binding
colony-stimulating
4

CSF2

5q31.1

factor receptor

Rs25882

[36]

874a/t

[37]

-1082a/g

[38]

binding;
5

IFNG

12q15

Interferon-gamma
receptor binding;

6

IL10

1q32.1

Interleukin-10
receptor binding;

7

IL12B

5q33.3

Cytokine receptor

Rs3212227

activity

Rs20541

[39]

Interleukin-13
8

IL13

5q31.1

rs848
receptor

[40]

rs1295686
binding

9

10

IL1B

IL33

2q14.1

9p24.1

Interleukin-1

Rs16944

receptor

rs1143634

binding

Rs928413

Protein binding

Rs3939286
rs1342326

[39]

[41, 42]
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Interleukin-4

11

IL4

5q31.1

receptor binding;

-589c/t

Growth factor

33c/t

[43, 44]

activity
Interleukin-5
12

IL5

5q31.1

receptor binding;

-703c/t

[45]

growth factor
activity
Interleukin-6
13

IL6

7p15.3

receptor binding;

-174g/c

Growth factor

rs1800795

[46]

activity
Tumor necrosis
14

LTA

6p21.33

factor receptor

NCOI

[47]

-173g/c

[47]

binding
15

MIF

22q11.23

Cytokine receptor
binding
Nucleic acid
binding;
transcription

16

STAT6 12q13.3

factor DNA

rs167769

[48]

binding transcription rs71802646
factor activity,
sequence-specific
DNA binding

17

18

TNF

TSLP

6p21.33

5q22.1

Tumor necrosis

-308g/a

factor receptor

-238g/a

binding

Rs1837253

Cytokine activity

rs3806933
rs2289276

[39]

[49]
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Problem Statement

The effect of comorbid conditions on asthma pathophysiology and their influence
on the management of asthma or modulation of treatment solutions is highly
concerned. This is especially important because significant determinants of asthma
phenotypes increasingly identify comorbid conditions, and their associations have
to be identified with comorbidities in terms of genetics.

1.6

Aim of Study

This study aims to identify asthma-associated multimorbidity genes and pathways
shared by Sinusitis, Rhinosinusitis and Gastroesophageal reflux disease.

1.7

Objectives

To achieve the aim of the study, following objectives have been set,

1. To identify the proteins encoded by the asthma and comorbidities-associated
genes.
2. To identify the pathways shared between diseases.
3. To construct functional interaction network of protein or gene (for characterization of interactions).
4. To find the crosstalk among the shared pathways.

1.8

Scope

Co-occurrence of two or more medical conditions within a person is more understanding of common mechanism and links of multi morbidities between asthma
and other diseases can better help the researchers and physicians to destine asthma
management strategies and treatments.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1

Epidemiology

The Asthma contributor, which makes up 1 percent of the global burden of disease,
is a major contributor to global morbidity and mortality, and one of the world’s
most influential diseases. In addition, asthma leads to a loss of some 15 million
life-years annually adjusted for disabilities. While the concept of asthma in the
world is known, the accurate occurrence level is difficult to measure, because the
description of asthma is very subjective in comparison with other disorders. The
differences in these statistics are possibly attributable to the varying expressiveness
and the considerable variation in patients’ incidence of symptoms. In addition,
asthma cases can be further divided into age of onset or incidents that increase the
rate of asthma attacks (e.g., pre-adolescent versus late onset and exercise-induced
versus obesity-related)[50]. Although reliable calculations may not be consistent,
overall statistics indicate that approximately 1 in every 250 deaths worldwide is
responsible for asthma. Although the incidence of asthma in all communities
of countries affects individuals of all ages and socio-economic classes, it is not
equally distributed. In the lower classes of Westernized, high-income countries,
asthma tends to be more prevalent. In the United States, for example, asthma
care costs about $56 billion in a single year. Other English-speaking countries,
such as the UK, Australia and the UK are much more prevalent than countries in
9
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the Mediterranean and Eastern Europe, such as Greece and Uzbekistan (as large
as 36.8 percent) (as low as 1.6 percent ) [50]. In the United States, there are several racial inequalities. For example, asthma is higher among African Americans
and South Asians. As these sub-population’s frequencies do not equate in the
United States with those in their native countries, the ethnic differences are more
unlikely to be due to genetics. Rather, it was suggested that for socioeconomic
reasons, asthma occurs more commonly in Afro-Americans and South-Americans.
These communities, for example, appear to have low incomes and have a lower
risk of getting adequate access to asthma care, thus causing them to resort to
emergency treatment. In contrast with other dailies such as food protection and
shelter, this situation is often seen among low-income communities. At different
stages of life, asthma also displays different frequencies between the sexes. Preadolescent asthma, for instance, affects more men than women. In fact, males
were hospitalized twice as often as females in the 0-10 age group. The most
common chronic childhood condition is this initiation type of asthma. Asthma
has important and wide consequences in the fact that asthma-related hospitalizations also have a direct impact on primary school attendance, as well as on
children’s medication obligations. Especially, pre-adolescent complications of 5year-old asthma peak. Asthma affects more women than men, however, including
all ages of inception. In particular, women were hospitalized about twice as often than men for the age group of approximately 30-60. Since the reversal of
gender prevalence changes during puberty, these frequencies are due to sex hormones. However, the comparatively smaller size of female airway compared to
that of males has been postulated [51]. Recent times also raised the incidence
of asthma diagnosis. The risk associated with those born after 1966 is precisely
double increased. Hospitalized individuals in the United States rose from 1980 to
1999 by 1.4 percent as a result of asthma attacks. At the same time, the mortality
associated with US asthma has also increased (of 3.4 percent) [1]. It is estimated
that by 2025 100 million more people are affected by asthma, at the current occurrence rate. Genetics More than 120 genes have been reported for connection
with either asthma susceptibility or associated symptoms in peer-visited journals,
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according to a systematic report from 2006 [52]. Through their interactions in
the asthmatic pathway, these 120 established genes can then be organized into
different subcategories: innate immunity, T helper cell differentiation, epithelial
and mucosal immunity, and lungs and airway function. The majority of these 120
genes were identified with either a candidate gene strategy or positions. While
candidate gene strategy calls for preliminary gene 6 information, position cloning
approaches are basically a genome scan that compares the genotypes of asthmaaffected people with non-affected individuals and thus does not require previous
gene knowledge [53]. Most of these genes found had proteins that either operate
within the plasma membrane or are secreted and inflammatory. Vitamin D receptor, G-protein A receptor (GPRA) and ADAM33 are three of the most well
recognized and strongly accepted genes involved in asthma. ADAM33 was also one
of the first genes known to be associated with asthma. The receptor for vitamin
D is highly versatile because it regulates the functions of many genes, especially
the immune system operators. Many proofs have been given that asthma plays a
key role in the vitamin D recipient. Indeed, mouse and people who do not have
the vitamin D receptor gene cannot engage in any inflammatory response. They
are also completely asthma prone. The asthma vulnerability is also caused by the
GPRA gene. Sadly, asthma genes are highly difficult to check for. This is due
not only to the incoherence of asthma diagnosis but also to the very difficult of
asthma pathophysiology. As the genetic causes of asthma are also highly variable,
since asthma may come from various pathways. When potential effects of 7 gene
interaction apply, this concept becomes much more complicated [52]. Many gene
regions with asthma have shown to consist of more than one loci and this results
in a susceptibility-enhancing additive effect. In addition, the quest for genetic
connections to asthma wasn’t in vain—it brought about a deeper understanding
of the condition and even new hypotheses on asthma pathology [53]. In general,
a rise in asthma incidence is closely linked to a Westernized urban lifestyle. The
climate includes diet, early-life exposure to illness, home heating systems and exercise. The incidence in the English-speaking world in relation to Mediterranean
countries is far higher, as discussed in ’epidemiology.’ One of the big factors is the
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diet. As far as lipids are concerned, Westernized diets usually contain far more
Omega-6 fats than Mediterranean diets, which are more central to Omega-3 fats.
Fats containing omega-6 are polyunsaturated fatty acids commonly found in food,
such as vegetable oil and margarine. They support asthma because they appear to
increase the risk of inflammatory reactions within the body. The opposite effects
of omega-3 fats, usually found in oily fish, on the inflammatory system are observed. They are said to be anti-inflammatory and to help the concept of treating
asthma [1] In addition, the rise in the occurrence of asthma in more recent times
may be attributed to urbanization and technological development. In the past,
for example, the majority of domestic heating systems relied on coal or wood.
But household heating systems have switched to energy sources including gas and
electricity in modern times. As energy sources have made this big revolution, the
incidence of asthma has also increased. Other innovations and luxuries, such as
automobiles, have also led to the growing prevalence of asthma [54]. Sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and ozone are other outdoor contaminants that raise the risk
of asthma. While these external contaminants can easily be recalled indoors, the
production of asthma still relies heavily on internal pollutants. For example, indoor contaminants like molds and pet dander as well as organisms that can infect
the house, such as cockroaches and rodents, contribute significantly to an allergic
climate, particularly damaging for those already susceptible to asthma [55].

2.2

Asthma Risk Factors

A risk factor is considered to raise the risk of developing asthma and allergy, for
example, while a trigger factor is considered to intensify symptoms in already
sensitized people. But between the risk factors and causes, there is some overlap.
Smoking, for instance, raises asthma risk [56, 57], and smoking both primarily
and secondarily can cause an acute exacerbation [58–60]. The trigger factors can
in this regard be described as environmental, substantial and/or event factors
that increase a person’s risk for severe asthma deterioration or leading to the
incidence or worsening of asthma symptoms lasting several hours or days [61].
In previous research, the risk factor for asthma development was found to be
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allergy (e.g. atopic dermatitis and allergic rhinitis), obesity, social dependencies
of age, urbanization, genetic and sex [57]. There have been many theories why
asthma and allergy have evolved in various ways. Hygiene hypothesis is one of
the most popular theories of the emergence of asthma and allergy. The report
notes that an absence of exposure to infectious agents, symbiotic microorganisms
(e.g., intestinal flora, probiotics) and pests increases their susceptibility to allergic
diseases by preventing natural immune system growth. The absence of exposure
is suspected to contribute to immune tolerance deficiencies [62]. In some cases,
since risk and trigger factors can be the same, some triggers are stated to be
more common than others. In a recent research, a broad selection of frequent
cause 7 variables in their nearest environment have been found in asthma patients.
This includes allergens, pollutants/irritants indoor/outdoor, strong scents, foods
of various forms, weather, exercise, sinusitis/breath diseases, pressures, drugs and
strong feelings that are seen to help the frequency and severity of the symptoms
of asthma [63]. Exposure to cold weather, anxiety and stress are other conditions
likely to cause non-allergic reactions [64].

2.2.1

Vitamin D

Detailed understanding has occurred during the past decade in the area of vitamin
D for Asthma. Numerous studies have recommended that vitamin D deficiency
could play a role in the severity of symptoms. It has been shown that vitamin D activation receptors maintain immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory activities.
Vitamin D receptor has been suggested to mitigate the effects of both adaptive and
innate immunological responses by its influence on immune cells, dendritic cells
and T and B lymphocytes. Through modifications within epithelial cells as well
as alveolar macrophages, vitamin D could also play a role in airway inflammation
and conduct pro-inflammatory cytokines transcription. Lack of Vitamin D in laboratory animals has resulted in an increase airway renovations, enhanced bronchial
embolization of eosinophilia, decreased T cells, enhanced NF-KB expression, and
improved pro - inflammatory cytokines [65]. In vitamin D lacking people, these
have been hypothesized that similar systems can explain for Asthma. A series
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of researches seem to have a correlation among vitamin D deficiency and adverse
events of Asthma, such as poor pulmonary function, harmful symptoms, and more
frequent exacerbations of Asthma. Consequently, poor parental vitamin D levels
throughout pregnancy are correlated with greater wheezing incidence in infants.
Animal studies have also shown that in embryo lung development, vitamin D plays
an important role.
One research limited vitamin D through pregnancy and breastfeeding within the
diet of rats. Changes in trachea contractility and communicating in the offspring of
those rodents [65]. Vitamin D supplementation has been shown to act a remedy
in a number of such mutations within the lungs of offspring in defective pregnant rodents [66]. Different results have been seen in the consequence of human
researchers examined when vitamin D deficiency may raise a risk of developing
Asthma [67]. In addition, genetic variations that influence either the amount of
vitamin D and the reaction to treatment with vitamin D. Vitamin D may also
enhance the variability throughout the results. In a comparative analysis of two
human randomized trials, it was shown that maternal vitamin D supplements contributed in a decreased risk of asthma among the offspring at three years of age
[68]. Different results have also been seen in human experimental studies that
examined whether lack of vitamin D may result in much worse asthma outcomes
among those with this disease. The new meta-analysis with individual study data
showed that supplementation of vitamin D can minimize the pace for asthma exacerbation which involves systemic corticosteroids [69]. The vitamin D treatment,
however, improves the response of the corticosteroid to asthma (VIDA), a trial
of 408 asthmatic individuals, all of whom have had no effect upon this inhaled
corticosteroid [70]. In secondary research, reduced service failures as well as exacerbations were observed for those inside the treatment for those who reached a
level of 25 hydroxyvitamin D level of the minimum 30 ng/ml. Additional studies
are required for clarification of vitamin D’s function in asthma progression and
treatment. In particular, the study should be specialized with in optimal dose
or amount obtained, arguments for a vitamin D variable response and length of
treatment in clinical studies.
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Respiratory and Gastrointestinal Microbiota

The link between the microbiota and several cases of disease, as well as asthma
and autoimmune disorders, recently have been rapidly discovered. Due to immunological variations promoted by revelation to muramic acid and endotoxin, outer
membrane glycoproteins, and initiation to microorganisms in puberty is said to be
protective. The incorporation of high levels and multiple classes of microorganisms contributes to improved activation of innate response, which is supposed to
be ultimately contributed to the production of directing T cells and then to the
elevation of oxidative stress. Recent experience has also been suggested to result
in improvements in invariant pro - inflammatory cytokines [71]. Mouse models
have shown that invariant natural killer cells multiply in fungus mice, presumably leading to increased inflammation and stronger allergic airway defenses [72].
European children with early farm coverage are now well studied to have lower
asthma rates, possibly frequently exposed to different microorganisms [73]. Inhalation has been recommended because of the main mechanism for exposures,
but oral exposure could also lead to a diverse microbiota as indicated in child eating asthmatic diseases [74]. However, other studies have shown that early asthma
exposure in non-farming communities may also have a beneficial effect. That may
be why the presence of people and animals inside the home is also associated with
a lower risk of nuclear conditions in infants [75]. Because early exposures may
help to take care of the diversity of microbiomes, for example, other exposures in
young people may trigger microbial dysbiosis, antibiotic administration can cause
long-term changes inside the intestinal microbiome. During caesarean delivery
and caesarean section, intrapartum antibiotics were shown to result in variations
in gastrointestinal pathogens that persisted for equal to 12 months post birth [76].
Observational studies have reported an association between early developmental
exposures to antibiotic and therefore the production of allergies and asthma, while
issues including infection intensities, antibiotic signals, and the type or category
of antibiotics are having influence on early life exposures [77]. In comparison,
breast feeding and delivery methods involve several early life parameters which
impact the formation including its infant environment and are variously linked
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to an asthma and allergic case [78]. The impact on the development of allergic
asthma for feeding as well as routing are complex [79].

2.2.3

Tobacco Smoke And Asthma

Current reviews have shown that prenatal smoking can affect fetal lung growth and
raise the chances of embryo asthma. There was a study that investigates people
whose families are survivors to domestic violence and that the risk of asthma
was increased if one or both older adults smoked. With paternal abstinence, the
risk could be minimized, although the mothers preferred to smoke [80]. Uterine
exposure to tobacco smoke, especially caffeine, leads to reduced fast decoupled
load flow and decreased pulmonary obedience [81]. With passive smoking exposure
in utero, improvements in DNA methylation, changes in a life form and a raise
tendency designed for T helper 2 pathways also occur and are conjectured to
contribute in increasing prevalence of Asthma [82]. Access to second-hand as
well as third - hand cigarette smoke in infancy also increases the risk of emerging
Asthma, it has been reported is that the risk of Asthma is about 20 percent. Postnatal passive smoking exposure can, distort pulmonary allergic reactions through
TH2, increase inflammation. Hazard of autoimmune diseases, and exposure to
infections, both of these are danger to develop Asthma simultaneously [83].

2.2.4

Air Pollution

Asthma development is credited to population growth and the resultant pollution
needed to be, equally take part in the progress of asthma. A research in Europe
got 14% of incidents of aspiration pneumonia and all rises in respiratory distress
are 15% could be credited to emissions [84]. According to the putative virulence
authorities, ozone, sulphur dioxide, nitrogen oxide and particulate matter are immoveable. Usually, these pollutants start from automobiles and the age of power,
through the use of unsustainable energy production. Pollution is recommended
to contribute to asthma through lipid peroxidation, which empowers flight course
revamping; extended disruption, particularly through TH2 and TH17 pathways;
and progress of aeroallergen [85]. Different tests have shown that allergy sufferers
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introduced to pollution have lower lung functions, a more noticeable rescue drug
care needed, and improved visit and hospital care gestures [86].

2.2.5

Risk Factors Related to Genetics

Although biological aspects have shown a tremendous impact in the improvement
of the Asthma, gene mutations seem to respond. Researchers investigated the
hereditary susceptibility of asthma (the frequency of change within the total over
an overall population due to the maternal interaction of samples in that general
population) have shown 35 to 95 percent evaluation [87]. 82 percent climate sensitivity was shown by a recent survey of more than twenty-five thousand Swedish
twins which are 9 and 15 year in age [88]. While asthma is associated with many
trace elements, asthma stimulation has similarly captured numerous characteristics. As expected, up to this stage, there are eight positionally implanted characteristics for asthma are: DPP10, ADAM33, PHF11, HLA-G, NPSR1, CYFIP2,
OPN3 and IRAK3 [87]. In this connection, there are more than 100 member characteristics that are linked with asthma and unique figures found in genome-wide
research studies (GWAS).Such features and positions are maintained in a public
database of GWAS outcomes [89].
In recent analyses of these genetic risk factors [87]. A 17q21 locus and numerous
mutations, furthermost notably ORMDL3 as well as GSDBB, are one of the most
observed loci in asthma genomes [90]. This genotype was first identified by GWAS
and has been continuously reproduced, particularly in childhood asthma [91]. This
locus describes an advanced stage trait of asthma that modulates breathing problems and other pollutants [92].

2.2.6

Gender

Correspondingly, a few studies from all over the world suggest that women are
at greater risk of asthma than men, since adolescent boys are at greater risk of
asthma than teenage adults over the age of 14. By contrast, females are likely to
have asthma across pre-adulthood [93]. The causes are hard to distinguish at this
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stage: there is a difference in the occurrence of asthma at various ages. Certainly,
women have wider lungs at birth than men, but in adults [94] , which may be one
reason, they are smaller [95].

2.2.7

Obesity

Obesity appears to be well defined due to the apparent growth of irregular or
unwanted fat, which can be harmful to health. It is said that 1 / 4 of the pediatric
population is overweight [96] . While little is known about the biological roots
of the relationship between diabetes and allergy, obesity is considered to be an
important risk factor for disease care. In some of these countries, overweight
people have a higher asthma rate than non-obese people and have a worse response
to treatment, considering it a serious illness. A study of 1,001 monozygotic and
383 dizygotic fraternal twins found that the genetic component of obesity was
correlated with 8% of asthma. He demonstrated that they are genetically related
to both illnesses [97].

2.3

Managing Asthma

According to Global Asthma Initiative (GINA), effective symptom controls and
the potential risk of death associated with asthma, fire, chronic airflow restrictions
and the adverse effects of treatment are a long-term priority for asthma management. The use of pharmacological and non-pharmacological therapies includes
asthma care. Treatments which are not pharmacological include the absence of
smoking, physical activity and avoidance of causes and allergens in some patients,
including, however, food allergies, mould, dust mites, and pollen. Asthma therapy
is based on an exhaustive review including asthma control levels along with modifiable risk factors, co-morbidities, lung function and patient preference [98]. The
degree to which asthmas manifestation is controlled, with or without treatment is
known as asthma control [99, 100]. A pharmacological approach to asthma treatment is suggested by GINA (step-up if appropriate and step-down if possible) [98].
In practice, an increasing treatment is a typical reaction to uncontrolled asthma.
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These recommendations recommend that health professionals should check on patient inhaling strategies and enforcement before contemplating any step-up of the
procedure [101].
Most asthma patients require two forms of pharmacological treatment: quick relief (also called relief medicines) and control medicinal drugs (also considered to
be ’longevity’ or ’preventing medicines. ’Initially, asthma therapy relies on symptoms, lung functions and evolving risk factors while continuing care decisions rely
on an individualized evaluation period, treatment change and reaction analysis
[98]. Relief drugs with a short-acting beta2 inhaled agonist are used to treat
breathlessness symptoms. Regular preventive drugs such as ICS and LABA are
administered according to the nature of the symptoms and the required inhaler
unit, as well as the combination of ICS and LABA (length-actingbeta2 agonist).
These are used on a regular and long-term basis to reduce the risk of aggravation.
In certain patients, ICS-LABA (formoterol for example) inhaler combination is
used as a normal treatment for maintenance and as a relief drug for the patient.
Additional therapy add-ons like long-acting muscarinic antagonists or biologists
can be considered if patients are persistent and/or worsened given elevated ICS
and LABA levels [102].

2.4

Treatment of Asthma

Treatment A cure has yet to be developed. Instead, clinical goals are focused
on controlling the symptoms and preventing their intensification. Some of the
major prescribed drugs are inhaled corticosteroids, beta-agonists with long-acting
actions, leukotriene and theophylline. Treatment depends on the level of extreme
condition, where mild sporadic cases do not need regular medication by the National Institutes of Health; mild persistent patients should use low inhaled corticosteroids; moderate persistent persistent individuals should use either small doseinhaled corticoids with long-acting beta-agonists or medium-dose inhaled corticosteroids [5]. Inhaled corticosteroids are the primary treatment of asthma; however,
they may be aided by additional medications. Inhaled corticosteroids alleviate
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asthma symptoms by reducing the inflammation of airways. At a molecular level,
they function within the nucleus, interacting directly with DNA to result in both
an increased production of proteins that decrease inflammation and a decreased
production of proteins that increase inflammation [103]. There are currently six
types of inhaled corticosteroids on the market for clinical use. Their differences
in pharmacokinetics allow for a variety of options to fit individual patients’ needs.
12 Supplementing these inhaled corticosteroids with long-lasting beta-agonists can
further alleviate asthma symptoms. Particularly, asthma attacks during the nighttime are highly correlated with hospitalization and mortality. Thus, another major clinical goal is to take preventative action against nighttime symptoms. While
long-lasting beta-agonists are often prescribed for daily usage with inhaled corticosteroids (if used alone they can increase mortality), they are also highly effective
in reducing nighttime symptoms [104]. In general, they are effective in reducing
the risk of exacerbation of symptoms. They are, in turn, made more potent
by inhaled corticosteroids which increase production of adrenergic receptors that
present on the smooth muscles of the airways [103]. Another medication used
to prevent nighttime symptoms is theophylline—a bronchodilator taken orally.
This treatment’s effectiveness is dependent upon the fact lung capacity contains
high variability based on circadian rhythms [105]. However, this medication is
prescribed less frequently as users exhibit more side effects compared to more
common treatments such as long-lasting beta-agonists or corticosteroids inhaled.
Another treatment that can be prescribed in conjunction with inhaled corticosteroids are leukotriene modifiers. Since many manifestations of asthma, such as
increased mucus secretions and smooth muscle contraction, are the result of stimulation of the cysteinyl leukotriene (CysLT) 1 receptor, one treatment is preventing
the stimulation of this receptor. Thus, CysLT antagonists can further 13 alleviate
asthma symptoms. They are also shown to increase the effectiveness of inhaled
glucocorticoids, allowing their dosage to be decreased [106].
The symptoms of breathlessness, cough, wheezing and decreased lung capacity
steadily increase as asthma problems. Asthma in both children and adults is
severely caused by viral lung infections. Any pathogen exists usually associated
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with an increased risk of failure to treat [107]. In general, in the treatment of
asthma disorders, beta-2-agonists receive more symptoms and increase use of orally
taken glucocorticosteroids.

2.4.1

Glucocorticosteroids

The main agent commonly used in children with asthma which has good antiinflammatory effects is the distant and far away glucocorticosteroids. In order to
control all asthma conditions, beta-2-agonists symptomatically raise their doses,
contributing to increased glucocorticosteroids use.
In current years, the increasing number of preclinical indications favor the use of
long-term beta-agonists with drugs such as salmeterol and formoterol. The combined therapies for RV infection have been identified with in vitro salmeterol and
fluticasone or together with multiple chemokines (CCL5, CXCL8, and CXCL10)
and regenerative factors (FGF and VEGF) [108].

2.4.2

Omalizumab

Unfortunately, the incidence of contagious asthma was not noticeably decreased by
systemic IGE care. Asthma conditions are treated with omeprazole until a year,
most of them due to RV infections, to remove seasonal peaks [109]. The clinical
benefit was the improved IFN-µ-response, in conjunction with IGE neutral drug,
which could reinstall omalizumab in the antiviral response [110].

2.4.3

Anti-virus

Tests for his ability to concentrate on RV pollutants have been recent in laboratories and clinical research. These include soluble icam1, tramacamara and two
antiviral drugs (pelicanic and rheumatoid arthritis) which interfere with the RV
addiction in asthma patients following onset of viral respiratory infections, and
IFN also inhalation. All these signs, however, have only a limited advantage in
viral replication clinical symptoms and thus cold advances despite having major
side effects.
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Other treatments for asthma also introduce recently and work successfully for relief
from this disease, these are discussed in (Table 2.1). currently approved pharmacological therapy for adult asthma. That is seems to be give perfect management
of asthma.
Table 2.1: Pharmacological treatment approved for adult asthma [111]

Treatment
SABA

Category
Symptom reliever inhaled

Treatment Step
1 to 5

bronchodilator
ICS

Preventative treatment against

2 to 5

inflammation
Sodium
cromoglicate or

Stabilizer inhaled in the mast

2 to 5

nedocromil
sodium
LABA

Symptom Manager Inhaled

3 to 5

Bronchodilator
ICS/fast-onset
LABA

Additional doses for symptom relief

maintenance

Daily prevention of

and

ICS/LABA therapy

3

reliever therapy
Leukotriene

Anti-inflammatory, soothing

receptor

oral smooth

antagonist

muscles

Theophylline

Oral therapy of inflammation.

3 to 5

Bambuterol

B2 agonist for oral slow release

3 to 5

3 to 5

Tiotropium
Bronchodilator of long-acting muscular
(via soft mist

4 to 5

antagonist
inhaler)
Omalizumab

Monoclonal anti-IGE antibiotic

4 to 5
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Maintenance
Systemic therapy against inflammation

oral

5

corticosteroids

2.5

Comorbidities and Asthma

It is possible that persons complaining of symptoms of perfume or of other sensory irritants would not be able to have an IgE-mediated reaction, which is the
cause of an allergic reaction [112]. The cause of intolerant symptoms has been
suggested that they are differentiated by asthma/allergy, although some suggest
that exposition to toxic substances can lead to occupational asthma and multiple
chemical sensitivities (MCS) [112]. Symptoms of EI are typically associated with
substances that produce odor and sensual discomfort in the general population
(e.g., perfumed products) and with bio-associates (e.g., mold) (e.g., pungency).
These signs are usually regarded as unexplained medically [113] Since etiology
is unknown and because successful medical treatment is not understood. Asthma/allergy, for instance, airways, mucosae and general symptoms (e.g. fatigue) are
normal in MCS and in buildings with symptoms associated with non-specific buildings [114]. In both allergies and self-identified chemical (smell) aversion Meggs and
Dunn (1996) reported fluid/stuffy nose, eye irritation, sinus symptoms and shortage of the breath to common. Since asthma, allergy and intolerance are similar in
nature, an increased risk of overdiagnosis or misdiagnosis can occur in actual cases
of EI which might be followed by mismedication without major impact. This may
result in an increased risk of over-diagnosis or allergy. Chemical sensitivity (CI)
is an EI that is symptomatically due to low concentrations of (typically fragrant)
chemical items such as perfume, cleaning products and flowers. CI is generally
known as self-reporting (i.e., positive responses to questions such as ’do you have
odorous exposure symptoms’) or provided by a doctor. MCS is the most common clinical definition, medical diagnosis, but even labelling, including idiopathic
intolerance in the environment and sensory hyperreactivity, is used [112]. The
prevalence of self-reported CI is remarkably high and ranges between 9% and 33%
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[115–117], and satisfy CI diagnosed between 0.5 and 6.3% criteria [112, 118]. The
other kind of IT is a form which is referred to as building aversion (BI), or NBRS
if diagnosed by the doctor (also called ”sick building syndrome”). The other approach is to assign symptoms in such buildings. Similar to CI, BI is sometimes
listed as self-reported or diagnosed as a physician. BI has a prevalence of 4.3 to
5.0 percent, and self-reported and physician-diagnosed intolerance of 2.5 percent
respectively [119, 120]. CI and BI are also considered as closely related disorders
or for this reason other EIs as sound hypersensitivity and the symptoms due to
electromagnetic fields. They are identified as symptoms that are medically explicit and perhaps underlying. A broad co-and multimorbidity also exists among
different EIs [121]. A Japanese study found that 84% of patients with MCS had
a pollen, house dust or medicinal products allergy [122]. Comorbid aversion such
as CI and BI, can increase stress, social isolation and decrease in QoL in asthma
and allergy. Such a viewpoint might help to explain potential factors that may
have a role to play in asthma and allergy and help to enhance understanding of
PNI processes.
In recent cluster trials, asthma has been shown to be a heterogeneous condition
that displays distinct phenotypes rather than a single disorder [123–125]. Age at
the onset of asthma has become a crucial factor for the detection of phenotypes.
Adult or late-coming patients with asthma are typically un-atopic, have a lower
prognostics and are more likely to have recurrent airflow limitations [124, 126, 127].
In infancy most asthma should start. Nevertheless, adult asthma has been recently
called into question in women over the age of 40 in the US [128]. Asthma and adult
phenotypes were associated with factors such as women’s sex, obesity, proximity to
work, rhinitis, respiratory infections, smoking, stressful life and poor lung function.
ABPA: allergic bronchopulmonary aspergillosis; COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; GERD: gastroesophageal reflux disease; OSA: obstructive sleep
apnea [129, 130]. In patients that are otherwise healthy, most clinical trials with
asthma have been performed. Comorbid conditions are very common as shown in
Fig 2.1, however, in real life, particularly in patient’s adult and/or older. In 35%
of adults, for example, are obese [131].
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Figure 2.1: Some common asthma-related comorbidities

2.5.1

Epidemiologic Studies on Comorbidities in Asthma

A complete asthma drug prescriptions included a total of 37060 patients in a sample of 1239533 subjects aged 8 to 29 years [132]. This study found an increased
than predicted 59 percent of asthma patients had one or more of those chronic diseases in all investigative conditions, including This study found an increased than
predicted 59 percent of asthma patients had one or more of those chronic diseases in
all investigative conditions, including (migraine, psychiatric illness, ADHD, epileptic disease, cardiovascular, autoimmune, gastroesophageal reflux diseases, allergic,
antibacterial use and anti-viral disease) except diabetes, with a general population
18 percent higher than expected with a general population 18 percent higher than
expected. The highest odds for other asthmatic diseases in 20–29-year-olds were
allergies (male codes were4,8,4,1), GERD (male codes3,2,3,5) and ADHD; (odd
ratio in men 2.3 ,2.5in women). The population of the sample aged between 8 and
29 years showed a high concomitance prevalence [133].
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Sinusitis & Rhinosinusitis

Asthma incidence is unrelated to 75% of asthma patients with chronic rhinosinusitis [134], In up to 84 per cent of severe asthma patients, while sinusitis evidence
can be measured by sinus computed tomography (CT). On the other hand, in a
population of around 4-10 percent of asthma self-reported (determined through
written asthma attacks in the previous year or presently using asthma medication), the prevalence of asthma in CRS patients may fluctuate between 11 and 42
percent depending on the diagnostic mean [135, 136].

2.5.3

Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease

The risk of GERD-related symptoms is also significantly higher among Asthmatic
patients than the population overall. The risk of simultaneous asthma in GERD
patients is suggestively greater compared to patients without GERD [137]. The
prevalence of abnormally esophageal PH in patients is, however, highly variable
from 12 to 85%, compared to 50 to 80% for asthmatic patients with GERD symptoms. In addition, large portions of the latter have quiet GERD and have no
definitive heartburn symptoms. In addition, large portions of the latter have quiet
GERD and have no definitive heartburn symptoms. Asthma can be aggravated
by direct effects on airway sensitivity or aspiration-inducing inflammation, due to
gastroesophageal reflux disease. On the other hand, asthma bronchoconstriction
and asthma can lead to gastroesophageal reflux. This indicates that asthma and
asthma medications can increase GERD and that GERD can contribute to asthma
symptoms. GERD is the result [138, 139]

2.5.4

Asthma and the Corona Virus Disease

A special note in the United Kingdom is the association between asthma and a
greater risk of death from Covid-19 in hospital. In some countries where asthma
and other chronic respiratory problems were underestimated in hospitalized patients, this discrepancy is close to previous findings [140]. In the UK, 14.0% and
17.9% of hospitalized patients have also reported asthma but no increased risk of
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death [141]. Viral infection apparently accounts for up to 85% of asthma exacerbation in school children and viruses are isolated from symptomatic patients more
often than from asymptomatic patients [142]. Even then respiratory viruses are
one of the most common causes of asthma intensification in any age group, not all
of which correspondingly affect patients. Some people defined human rhinovirus
as the key contributor to asthma exacerbations, with the presence of coronavirus
one of the less well known causes for asthma exacerbations in children and adults
[143, 144].

2.5.5

Allergic Rhinitis

A persistent inflammation of the nasal airways in response to allergens is allergic
rhinitis [145] where an IgE-mediated response triggers the reaction. Nasal inflammation, itching, rhinorrhea and sneezing are typical signs of rhinitis. Rhinitis
nasal symptoms can also include ear, eyes and throat symptoms such as runny
and itchy eyes and palate or pharynx itching. Rhinitis is one of the most common
diseases in the world and affects up to 40% of some populations [146]. Rhinitis
is one of the most common diseases in the world and affects up to 40% of some
populations [147]. Extreme rhinitis has been found to cause not only nasal symptoms but also decreased QoL and sleep performance and work performance [148].
It is estimated that about 14-15% of the Swedish population is affected. Atopic
dermatitis A chronic inflammatory skin disease, characterized by severe itching
and skin lesions, is known as atopic eczema Atopic dermatitis. Atopic dermatitis
is commonly documented first during infancy and later in adult or adult life [149].
In early infancy, infants are most affected by scalp, forehead, neck and trunk,
while the bending surfaces of extremities like the fold/back of the knee and back
of the elbows, along with the neck, wrist and angle, are more normal in older
children. The bending surfaces of the limbs, hands and feet are also the affected
areas of the body in adolescent and adult life. Popular for all ages is that itching
is present all day and worsens at night, leading to sleep loss and decreased QoL.
Like asthma, atopic dermatitis is allergic or non-allergic. In some nations, 10-20%
of kids but 1-3% of adults are thought to have been affected [150]. In a recent
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study the prevalence of atopic dermatitis in Sweden was indicated to be up to
15% [151]. Comorbidity within asthma and allergy A risk factor for other atopic
diseases such as allergic asthma and rhinitis has been proposed previously. In an
Akdis and colleagues analysis [152]. It had been recorded that in the next two
years 50 percent of children who developed atopic dermatitis developed asthma.
Those who later developed asthma or allergic rhinitis were also recommended to
develop a more serious disease. Similar atopic diagnoses, including asthma and
allergic rhinitis, have been related to, and showed in the strong epidemiological,
pathogenic and immunological combinations, by others Asthma and rhinitis [153].
In previous studies it has been debated if these two atopies should be divided into
various diseases or if one should consider them to be the same, while different sites
are present. This relationship is defined as the hypothesis of integrated airways
with allergic respiratory diseases. Asthma and rhinitis are therefore known to be
symptoms of a continuous respiratory process rather than independent illnesses
[154].

2.6
2.6.1

Pathways Involved in Asthma
Signal Pathway IL-4 and IL-13

This JAK/STAT pathway is triggered by allergic cytokine receptors, including IL31, IL-4, IL-13, IL-5 and thymic stromal lymphopoietin [155]. This seems to be the
most common route involved in Asthma etiology. Two separate heterodimeric IL-4
receptors, type I IL-4R (comprising il4rp and common cytokine receptor chains) as
well as type II IL4R (comprising IL-4RP and IL-13RP1 chains) are recruited by the
signaling pathways stimulated by IL-4 and IL-13Though some IL-4 attached to the
receptors IL-13 of type I interferes with the receptor of type II called IL-4RS. By
manipulating all forms of IL-4 receptors, in the stimulation of STAT-6 transcription factors phosphorylation of JAK1, JAK2, and TYK2takes place in their results
and occurs in organic phenomenon of target immune cells[156] Consequently, the
IL-4/IL-13 axis suppression provides a beautiful Asthma physiological role. A
central modulator of Asthma etiology could be the IL-4, IL-13 and STAT-6 route.
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The STAT-6 initiation is often blocked by overlap with ERK1/2 as well as P38 interactions with STAT-6-MAP, and the suppressing serine stat-6 phosphorylation,
the prevention of STAT-6 acetylation, and the suppression of P300 initialization
gene expression coactivator [157]. The serine kinases ERK, P38 MAPK, JNK, and
MTOR transactivate STAT-6 by phosphorylation of its proline residues [158].

2.6.2

Adiponectin Signaling Pathway

Obesity has been linked to increased inflammation of the airway, AHR (Aryl hydrocarbon receptor, oxidative stress, transmission of inducible gas synthase (INOS)
and excessive gas (NO) levels hazardous used for Asthma. Obesity, however, is
characterized from a reduced amount of adipokine, that works to minimize the
occurrence of allergic asthma as either an inflammatory and anti - oxidative facilitator [159]. Adiponectin stimulates receptor adiponectin 1 (ADIPOR1) and recipients of adiponectin 2 (ADYPOR2), T-cadherin and calreticulin [160]. Adiponectin
forms complexes with ADIPOR1 and several other receptors, by activating AMPactivated protein kinase (AMPK) and peroxisome-activated proliferator-alpha receptors. AMPK(AMP activated protein kinase) controls cellular metabolism (and
obesity) as an essential energy indicator, often due to the inflammatory functions of macrophages [161]. A critical infectious signaling pathway may be part
of the nuclear factor kappa-B (NF-EARB) [162]. The NF-3B family consists of
5 members from RelA (p65), RelB, c-Rel, p50/p105, p52/p100 and mammalian
cells (NF-3B2) [163]. These studies discovered that in obesity-related asthma, the
frequency of adiponectin substantially decreased. It was also suggested to prevent inflammation of the airways and oxidative stress in obesity-related asthma.
The most common sources of myeloperoxidase are neutrophils, while eosinophils
primarily contain exotoxin. It was also suggested to prevent inflammation of the
airways and oxidative stress in obesity-related asthma. The most common sources
of myeloperoxidase are neutrophils, while eosinophils primarily contain exotoxin.
The level of MPO (Myeloperoxidase) was higher in obesity than severe asthma,
suggesting that neutrophil and eosinophil infiltration respectively were the main
pathogens in these syndromes [164].
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Signaling Pathway of the Prostaglandin D2-(PGD2)
Receptor

A pro inflammatory facilitator derived by arachidonic acid in the cyclooxygenase-2
(COX-2) pathway can be PGD2(Prostaglandin D2). PGD2 is released mainly from
the mast during inflammatory reactions from an activated immune system [165].
PGD2 can also be activated at very low (µmol) concentrations with two receptors:
PGD2 receptors 1 and a few (DP1 and DP2)21. Dp2 may be a G-protein-coupled
receptor expressed as homologous chemical attractant receptor molecule expressed
on the membrane surface of TH2 cells, mast cells, and eosinophils (CRTH2) [166].
Binding PGD2 to the DP2 receiver causes proinflammatory signals which eventually activate and include TH2 cells and eosinophils in inflammatory areas of
asthma [167].

2.6.4

Signal Pathway of NF-KB-inOS-COX-2

After phosphorylation and disorientation, the NF-KB may become an all-round
transmembrane protein activate by IKB kinase its sub-unit inhibitor kapa-B alpha.
The NF-KB-induced INOS and COX-2 are important mediators in pulmonary
inflammation development. In addition, the activated NF-KB controls the INOS
and COX2 levels [168]. By comparison, NF-KB enables INOS and COX-2, which
could lead to other inflammatory mediators and cells [169]. INOS and COX-2
changes are therefore essential in the control of lung and airway inflammation.
INOS and COX-2 changes are therefore essential in the control of lung and airway
inflammation.

2.6.5

Interferon-virus Pathway

Class I (IFN-alpha and IFN-β) interferons play an important role in antiviral
inflammatory responses. Pattern Receptor Recognition Social Immunity (PRRS),
including a toll-like receptor 3 (TLR3), I-protein and melanoma-associated [170].
In 2018 there are low transcriptions of IFN-alpha and IFN–β in patients with a
psoriasis within the epithelium and sub-epithelium macrophages. IFN-alpha and
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β defects in airway epithelium macrophages, as well as sub-epithelium deficiencies
linked to severity of a viruses infections and asthma, such as rhinovirus, glycemia,
etc [171].

2.6.6

WNT/β-catenin Signaling Pathway

In mammals, 19 members of the WNT family have a crucial role to play in regulating biological processes. The WNT signals pathway is divided into canonical
(β-catenin addiction) and non-canonical pathways (β-Catenin addiction)[68]. In
asthmatic patients, dysregulated Gene expression has been related to the pathogenesis of airway renovations. As a consequence, WNT/β-catenin is involved in
intracellular accumulation and nuclear transfer in the lung maturity, thereby contributing to endothelial airway component formation. The activation of the WNT
signaling pathways has also been shown to increase the multiplication of airway
smooth muscle cells involved in airway remodeling [172]. Asthma also correlated to
the family gene encoding with a (fam13A) cross-related sequence 13A. FAM13A,
interestingly, regulates β-catenin stability in asthma and enhances WNT signaling. Polymorphisms in two genes, the WNT-1-protein inducing pathway-1, and
the WNT neurotransmitter factor-1, are ultimately associated with chronic asthma
[173]. Vitamin D is involved in manipulating innate and adaptive immune reactions. Deficiency in vitamin D improves asthma incidence and reduces glucocorticoid tolerance [174]. The bio-active vitamin D type (1,25(OH) 2D3) also stimulates
the translocation of β-catenin to the cell wall from the nucleus, removes β-catenintranscriptional TCF-4’s functions and eventually activates the DCKOPF-1 gene
transcription, coding WNT extracellular inhibitor [175]. β-Catenin is important
for the permeability of the cytoskeleton. Vitamin D also decreases expression of
WNT5A and Bencatenin and substantially inhibits the role of the WNT and β
catenin signaling pathway which reduces asthma remodeling of the airways. Moreover, 1,25(OH) 2D3 also increases the proliferation of smooth airway muscle cells
and decreases its alpha-SMA content. Higher levels of alpha-SMA are thus features of aerial restructuring besides an increased airway wall thickness and collagen
deposition [176].
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Pathway for FOXC1-MIR Signals

The short non-coding RNAS Micro-RNAS (miRNAS) involved in post-transcriptional gene regulation (∼22 nucleotides long). The 3’-untranslated regions of MRNAS
are attacked by MIRNAS, causing their degradation and finally inhibiting their
translation [177]. The 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT signaling pathway in allergic asthma
plays a regulating role and is monitored mainly by MIRNAS. In hypoxic pulm, the
bifurcated head BOX C1 (FOXC1) is able to inhibit a hypoxia factor of the fox
transcription factor [125]. The transcription factor BOX C1 (FOXC1), a factor
caused by hypoxia in the family of fox transcription factor, is capable of inhibiting
the hypoxic pulmonary lungs. Blocking endothelial-mesenchymal transformation
by blocking TGF-β1 by reducing FOXC1 expression also decreases fibrosis of lungtissue. Blocking endothelial-mesenchymal transformation by blocking TGF-β1 by
reducing FOXC1 expression also decreases fibrosis of lung-tissue. FOXC1, which
results in phosphorylation and active of several corresponding proteins such as
NF-KB and GSK3-B is activated for the PI3K/AKT signaling process [178].

2.6.8

JNK-GAL-7 Signaling Pathway

In cellular apoptosis, TGF-β1, was also used as mediator in peribranchial fibrosis,
and in asthma airway remodeling. Galectin-7 (gal-7) may belong to the family of galectin. This molecule is expressed on epithelial cells and interacts with
β-Galactosidase. The p53 activates the Gal-7 gene and has pro-apoptotic implications. In bronchial asthma epithelium, high expression of Gal-7 was noted
[179]. Silencing in airway epithelial cells was shown to inholed TGF-β1-induced
apoptosis. Caspase 3 has been associated with the inhibiting effect of the GAL-7
on TGF-β1-mediated apoptosis and thus BAX, BCL-2 and PARP are induced.
Gal-7 can be a mitochondrial bonding and disabling BCL-2 partner. Caspase-3
and its downstream substratum PARP, however, initiate early apoptotic events.
PARP Cleavage could be a significant marker of activation for functional caspases
in bronchial epithelial asthma cells and an indication for apoptosis [180]. Studies
found that the siRNA of Gal-7 decreases the activity of caspase-3, cleavage and
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BAX expression while increasing the expression of Bcl-2 [181]. The JNK signal
pathway is also influenced by TGF-β. In the sense of apoptotic process and asthma
airway remodeling through activation of the signal’s pathways of Wnt5a/JNK, a
JNK, a stress-actively kinase protein, which is a member of the MAPK family, is
important. TGF-β1 activates serine residues 63 and 73 JNK, phosphorylates Jun’s
substrate [182]. Conversely, silencing Gal-7 prevents JNK activation and enhances
bronchial somatic cell injury and is a potential target of asthma treatment [183].

2.6.9

NRF2-ROS Signaling Pathway

Airway inflammation and asthma are associated with reactive oxygen (ROS) bacteria. In airways, the primary origins of ROS are epithelial cells and neutrophils.
The nuclear erythroside factor 2-related factor (NRF2) is transcription by activating downstream proteins including NADPH quinone oxidoreductase (NQO1)
and heme oxygenase as key oxidative stress regulator and as a pulmonary fibrosis (HO-1). Chronic inflammation also increases the expression of NRF2induced
TGF-β, which also has a central role in the development of lung fibrosis. Therefore, eliminating the upstream signals leading to ROS development has a possible
therapeutic effect on asthma [184].

2.6.10

FOXP3-RORγT Signaling Pathway

In the peripheral blood of the asthmatic patients the proportion of CD4+CD25+
TREG cells is decreased. Some research showed that the TREG/TH17 imbalance
contributed to asthma severity [185]. FOXP3 may constitute a key transcript
factor for the regulation and development of TREG functions. The equilibrium
between foxp3 and RORγT therefore regulates the ratio TREG/TH17. RNAS
(LNCRNAS) for a long duration of noncoding include ∼200-nucleotide-long RNAS
involved in airway inflammation and asthma pathogenesis. LNCRNAS take part
in posttranscriptional regulations of various target and protein genes [186]. LNCRNAS may be an endogenous competing RNAS (CERNAS), binding them to the
microRNA and depriving them of binding on the target MRNAS. LNCRNAS (i.e.,
CERNAS) in asthma influence the amount of Foxp3 and ROR NATO indirectly, by
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targeting their particular miRNAs, thus leading to the imbalance of TREG/T17,
a function of asthma pathogenesis. Though the TREG/TH17 balance is regulable
by LNCRNAS, it remains important to explore other possible mechanisms. Finally, MIRNAS and LNCRNAS are potential regulators of asthma immunological
responses and may be used in the treatment and diagnosis of the disease [187].

2.6.11

MAPK-NF-KB Signaling Pathway

Asthma inflammation is controlled via the NF-KB and MAPK signaling pathways
by controling the organic phenomenon of inflammation factors such as TNF-α and
IL-6. In 2019, it demonstrated the ability of asthma inflammation mediators to
regulate the IGE and il-4 assembly by nuclear translocation of the phosphorylated
p65, IKB inhibition within the NF-KB signage pathways, and ERK, JNK, and
p38 MAPK phosphorylation (i.e. activation of MAPK signaling pathway) [188].

2.6.12

CYSLTR Signaling Pathways

There has been some evidence that Cysteinyl leukotrienes and their receptors
contribute to allergic asthma. Two kinds of CYSLT receptors, CYSLTR1 and
CYSLTR2, are in the g-protein-coupled receptor family. It is reported that CYSLT
C4, D4 and E4 modulate inflammation of the airways and restructuring [189]. Two
kinds of CYSLT receptors, CYSLTR1 and CYSLTR2, are in the g-protein-coupled
receptor family. Two kinds of CYSLT receptors, CYSLTR1 and CYSLTR2, are
in the g-protein-coupled receptor family. CYSLT E4 is the powerful mediator
for evoking the inflow of eosinophils, basophiles and enhanced AHR and mucus
secretion, despite its low affinity for CYsLTR1 and a number of them. While
montelukast and pranlukast are two CYSLTR1 antagonists and several, there are
no known CYSLT E4 antagonists. The GPR1 or GPR99 2-oxoglutarates may be
a new CYSLT E 4 receptor and activation enhances the CYSLTR1/CYSLTR 2
pathway vascular permeability. P2Y12R is also an eosinophilic degranulation and
inflammation modulator induced by CYSLT E4. CYSLT E4-induced degranulation and inflammation by P2Y12R antagonists suppress asthma and perhaps new
candidates for inflammation and bronchoconstriction in this condition [190].
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CAMP Signaling Pathways

Two of the main inflammatory regulators are cyclic 30 50 -adenosine monophosphorus (CAMP) and cyclic guanosine monophosphate (CGMP). Following their phosphodiesterase (PDE) hydrolysis, intracellular depletion of both CAMP and CGMP
increases inflammatory response. The removal of the PDE4, a subtype of leukocytic PDE enzyme, has encouraged anti-inflammatory effects in asthma. The
removal of the PDE4, a subtype of leukocytic PDE enzyme, has encouraged antiinflammatory effects in asthma [194]. CAMP is also a negative T-cell activation
regulator. PDE4 inhibitors have thus suppressed T-cell cytokine production, as
well as type 2 inflammation biomarkers like periostin and serpinB2 in asthma.
A possible therapeutic role in allergic asthma may also be the control of TH2mediated reactions e.g., IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 assemblies (e.g., IL-4, IL-5, and
IL-13 assemblies). The CD28 stimulating receptor activation induces PDE4 leading to the camp hydrolysis, NF-KB, protein-1 activator (AP-1), NFAT, and also
because T-cells are activated and proliferated [191].

2.6.14

FAS-FASL Signaling Pathways

FAS can be a member in an activation-induced necrobiosis family of TNF receptors. Asthma is flawed due to the FAS-mediated signaling and delayed inflammatory resolution. The expression of FASL has been shown to be increased
following allergens exposure. The FAS on the surface, however, has been less susceptible to asthma FAS-mediated apoptosis in pulmonary T-cells. The FAS on
the surface, however, has been less susceptible to asthma FAS-mediated apoptosis
in pulmonary T-cells. In addition, the number of cells expressing the BCL-2 antiapoptotic molecule in asthmatic patients and asthma-related severity has been
increased. FAS was also mentioned to control inflammation caused by TH2 [192].
Two apoptotic and nonapoptotic signaling waterfalls are initiated. FAS ligation
modifies its composite structure, allowing signaling molecules i.e. FADD, CFLIP
and procaspase-8 (i.e. FADD, CFLIP and procaspase-8) to bind to the receptor’s
intra-cellular c-terminal signaling death domain [193]. FAS can be a member in an
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activation-induced necrobiosis family of TNF receptors. The expression of FASL
has been shown to be increased following allergens exposure.

2.6.15

PTHRP / PPARγ Signaling Pathway

The alveolar type II (ATII) cells in the physiological state are secreted by parathyroid hormone-related protein (PTHRP) and prostaglandin E2. The alveolar type
II (ATII) cells in the physiological state are secreted by parathyroid hormonerelated protein (PTHRP) and prostaglandin E2. The alveolar type II (ATII) cells
in the physiological state are secreted by parathyroid hormone-related protein
(PTHRP) and prostaglandin E2. Peroxisome gamma-activated receptor proliferator (PPAR) (also known as glitazone or nuclear receptor subfamily1, group C,
member 3-NR1C3-) can be nuclear receptor type II. In nicotine induced pulmonary
dysplasia, the PTHRP/PPARγ penetration signaling pathway was reported to occur in offspring. The bonding of PPARγ acid to PTHRP causes the processing
by absorbing neutral lipids of lung fibroblasts into lipo-fibroblasts. It also updates
PPARγ encounters by activating protein kinase an a (PKA). PPARγ also encourages adipocyte-related protein downstream and induces lipo-fibroblasts and ATII
cells to consume triglycerides and secrete leptin. A surfactant is produced to guarantee normal lung function after it is attached to ATII cells. It may be possible for
PPARβ agonists to support normal lungs and to inhibit dyspnea, to modulate the
pathway of the PTHrP-PPARγ which leads to pulmonary dysfunction, especially
for allergic asthma [194, 195].

2.6.16

PAI-1 Signaling Pathway

Asthma severity and airway remodeling were correlated with the Urokinase inhibitor1 (PAI-1). Plasminogen is converted to plasmin by Tissue-type urokinase (TPA)
or urokinase-type PA (U-PA). Plasminogen is converted to plasmin by Tissuetype urokinase (TPA). Plasminogen activators are involved within the dissolution
of fibrin polymers and therefore the degradation of extracellular matrix (ECM)
components. PAI-1 can inhibit both T-PA and U-PA. PAI-1 deficiency prevents
ECM deposition and reduces airway inflammation and remodeling, also as AHR
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(aryl hydrocarbon receptor). Therefore, that specialize in PAI-1 antagonists is
often a viable therapeutic strategy in Asthma [196]

2.6.17

FCRI Signaling Pathway

Basophils express IGE receptors (FCRI) of high-affinity on their cell wall. FCRI
activation results in chemical mediators such as histamine being discharged. By
developing TSLP and IL-4 in response to protease allergens, Basophils guide the
differentiation of naive T cells to TH2 cells in lymph nodes. By activating memory
B and T cells, basophils also enhance humoral memory responses [197]. By releasing histamine and other mediators after activation by IGE-allergen complexes
binding to FCRI on these cells, mast cells also play a crucial role in allergy. Tyrosine kinases such as LYN, FYN, and SYK are activated by the attachment of
IGE-allergen immune complexes to FCERI, which subsequently phosphorylates
the distribution of signaling molecules such as LAT, SLP-76, and PLC-γ1 and
induces mastocyte degranulation. Highly active mediators, including histamine,
prostaglandins, leukotrienes, heparin, serotonin, inflammatory cytokines (such as
IL-6, TNF-alpha, MCP-1, etc.) and neutral proteases, are present in the granules of mast cells. Highly active mediators, including histamine, prostaglandins,
leukotrienes, heparin, serotonin, inflammatory cytokines (such as IL-6, TNF-alpha,
MCP-1, etc.) and neutral proteases, are present in the granules of mast cells. Generally speaking, pathways involved in mast cell activation are possible targets for
the production of successful medicines to regulate allergic asthma attacks [198].

2.6.18

TIM-3-GAL-9 Signaling Pathway

Macrophages distinguish between two subtypes during inflammation: M1 (classically activated) and M2 (i.e., alternatively activated). CD86 expresses macrophage
M1, secrete and activate INOS to inflammatory responses proinflammatory cytokines. On the contrary, macrophages of the M2 express CD206 and require
immune tolerance and control. M2, also as Arginase-1, facilitate tissue repair
and release anti-inflammatory cytokines [199]. T-cell immunoglobulin mucin 3 is
a strongly expressed immunomodulatory receptor for TH1 and cytotoxic T cells.
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Tim-3 induces THL and cytotoxic T cell apoptosis and controls NK cells, NKT
cells and macrophages activity. Galectin-9 (GAL-9), when bound directly to tim3 on TH1 cells, can be a TIM-3-driving ligand and peripheral immune tolerance.
TIM-3/GAL-9 inhibits the function of macrophages and decreases inflammatory
factors discharge. The high expression p-IŢB and p-P38 levels in eosinophils
translate macrophagic polarization from M1 to M2 and lower inflammation by
reducing both TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-12, as well as the CD68-positive macrophages.
Eosinophils may also cause inflammation of type2, which is the main disease process in allergic asthma, on the other hand [200]

2.6.19

TLR Signaling Pathways

Antigen cells, particularly dendritic cells (DCS), identify allergens in atopic individuals. These cells present antigens to naive CD4t cells and cause differentiation
in TH2 cells following their migration to lymph nodes. The TH2 immune response
is consistent with pathogenesis and allergic asthma progression. The TLRS and
NF-KB are essential functions in this method. TLRS identifies antigens by molecular patterns (PAMPS) associated with pathogens or molecular patterns associated
with damages (DAMPS). Trigger NFKB (via IKK α/IKKB), AP-1 (via MAPKS)
and IRF 3 signaling pathways (via TBK1, IKKE, and IKKA). Asthma is associated with genes and mutations of TLR signaling pathways such as nod1, NOD2,
IL1RL1, MAP3K7IP1, and BPI [201]

2.6.20

PAR2 Signaling Pathways

Asthma bronchodilation is involved in protease-activated receptor 2 (PAR2). It
has been studied as the therapeutic target of the asthma. PAR2 is nearly like
β2-AR, which activates G-protein-dependent pathways for intracellular signaling.
Thus, it can be therapeutic to asthma if unique ligands concentrate on this pathway. B-arrestins are GPCRS-recruited adaptor proteins for desensitization and
internalization of consumer receptors. These proteins can also activate g-proteinindependent signals by extracting the GPCRS from the cognate heterotrimeric Gα
sub-units and reducing their reaction to agonistic stimulation [202].
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KEAP1/NRF2/are Signaling Pathways

Signaling pathways of the NF-KB, MAPK, and JAK-STAT are involved in inflammation development (signal transducer and transcription activator). On the contrary, the transcription factor (NRF2) regulates expression of NADPH, NAD(P)h
quinone oxidosis1, peroxidase, ferritin, heme oxidase-1 (ho-1) and other detoxification enzymes, which are related to anti-inflammatory and antioxidant factor2
[203]. NRF2 transcription factor controls. NRF2 belongs to the subfamily Cap ’n’
collar (CNC) and includes 7 functional fields: (NRF2-ECH homology). NEH1, as
a CNC-BZIP domain, allows NRF2 to heterodimer with the tiny MAF protein and
develop a UBCM2 ubiquitin combinations complex Enzyme. The effectiveness of
Nrf2, which should be revealed in future studies, in the treatment of asthma [204].

2.6.22

Ca2+ Signaling Pathways

Airways smooth Spasm modulates GPCR agonists and calcium pathways (Ca2+),
which are dependent and independent. Phospholipases B generate an inositol
triphosphate (IP3) that binds to the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) IP3 receiver and
induces Ca2+ release into cytosol within the Ca2+ dependent pathway. Then, the
intracellular Ca2+ induces phosphorylate myosin light chain kinase in calmodulins
and myosin and activates cross-bridges of actin-myosin, caused by smooth spasm.
The expression CD38 in parallel with this pathway evolves the production of cyclic
ADP-ribose, which connects with the ryanodine receiver and promotes the release
of Ca2+I from SR. On the other hand, the cytosolic Ca2+-ATPASE sarcos/endoplasmic reticulum refills SR with Ca2+I. Ca2+I release effects were elicited in
allergies, methacholine, histamine, thrombin and leukotriene D4 [205]. During allergic asthma assaults, IL-13 is overexpressed, increasing the mobility of canonical
calcium, enhancing calcium sensitivity and worsening asthma. RhoA removal was
also reported for relaxing airway smooth muscles. These modulators can be useful
for asthma symptoms and treatment [203]

Chapter 3
Methodology

3.1

Block Diagram

Figure 3.1: Flow Chart of Methodology Conducted for the Research
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In silico-based research was conducted to identify the association of Asthma with
Sinusitis, Gastroesophageal reflux and Rhinosinusitis. In this study common genes
and proteins were retrieved. In order to determine allergic and non-allergic multimorbidity pathways, a functional network of associations was also created. Finally,
a network-based approach provided a list of newly predicted multimorbidity related proteins.

3.2

Selection of Diseases

Asthma may be correlated and affect its clinical expression with many comorbidities, although its specific effect remains categorized. Asthma may be correlated
and affect its clinical expression with many comorbidities, although its specific effect remains categorized. The impacts and treatment responses of co-morbidities
on the pathophysiology of asthma are of great concern. Allergic diseases have
many associations between them and also their management identified but the
association with Gastroesophageal reflux disease with other diseases is not well
defined. Diseases were selected Rhinosinusitis, Sinusitis, Gastroesophageal Reflux
disease and Asthma were selected as comorbidities.
Asthma is co-morbidly chosen for rhinosinusitis and sinusitis, as 75% of asthma
patients have persistent symptoms of rhinosinusitis depending on the severity of
asthma [134].
Asthma is co-morbidly chosen for rhinosinusitis and sinusitis, as 75% of asthma
patients have persistent symptoms of rhinosinusitis depending on the severity of
asthma. Patients with asthma have a greater risk of symptoms linked to GERD
than the overall population. GERD patients have a significantly greater chance
of overall asthma than GERD patients do. GERD patients have a significantly
greater chance of overall asthma than GERD patients do. GERD patients have a
significantly greater chance of overall asthma than GERD patients do. However,
irregular esophageal PH dilation ranges greatly from 12-85 in patients with asthma,
while in 50-80 percent of patients with asthma, GERD symptoms are observed.
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Furthermore, the last one percent have silent GERD and do not suffer typical side
effects such as nausea [138, 139].

3.3

Retrieval of Common Genes and Proteins for
Asthma Associated Comorbidities

Involvement of specific genes in associated diseases, as well as the genes associated
with the specific proteins so there the whole work depend upon the identification of their interaction with each other and with other novel proteins through
various databases from building of networks of interactions. First to identify the
genes which are associated with these diseases and then find the common genes
are involved in all of these four diseases. For more confidence, genes contributing towards a disease were selected from various databases and then the genes
which were found in most databases were selected for further process. Using these
databases find several genes which are associated with the diseases and know that
there are lots of genes which are involved in a single disease [206, 207].

3.3.1

Retrieval of Genes Associated with Asthma Multimorbidity, Sinusitis, Rhinosinusitis, and Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease

ENSEMBL, Polysearch and uniport were used to generate genes involved in each
disease. Query with respect to each disease was given and the genes were retrieved
[208].
3.3.1.1

Polysearch Approaches

A critical task in biological data mining is to extract potential associations among
various kinds of biomedical objects. Poly-Search http://polysearch.ca seems to
be an online system of text-mining for the identification of interactions between
human pathogens, genomes, proteins, drugs, metabolites, pathogens, metabolic
processes, organs, tissues, subcellular organelles, effects on health, environmental impacts, drug activity, Gene Expression words, MeSH terms, ICD-10 medical
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codes, biological classification systems and chemical taxonomies. In order to improve its validity and coverage are searched by PolySearch, like uniprot, drug-Bank
as well as HMDB. This database maintains a comprehensive text of biological
terms and quickly retrieves related papers and database information using the
latest web search technology [209]
3.3.1.2

Ensemble Approaches

Ensembl https://www.ensembl.org is a browser for the vertebrate genome that
promotes the science of genetic engineering, evolution, sequence variability and
transcriptional control. Currently, genes are annotated, multiple alignments are
determined, predicted by regulatory activity, and data obtained from disease. The
Ensemble methods involve BLAST, BioMart, BLAT and the VEP for all supported
organisms. Ensemble is a forum for genome annotation and dissemination that
can incorporated and summarize experimental data against reference genomes.
Ensembl works for three objectives: annotation of the subphylum of the vertebrate,
it allows genomic understanding, and promots research-driven study, Ensemble
diversity offers compiled information from linkage results, genes association studies
and genetic sources on disease-associated gene changes [210].
From ensemble get various genes of the selected genes, first to enter the diseases
Asthma, Rhinosinusitis, Sinusitis and Gastroesophageal reflux disease respectively.
3.3.1.3

Uniprot Approaches

UniProt https://www.uniprot.org fundamental aim is to include a thorough coverage of a centralized protein sequence repository and an efficient approach to protein
annotation, combining, evaluating, incorporating and regulating information on a
wide diversity of sources [211].
It is the biggest database of protein sequences and functional annotations [212].
With the exponential increase in sequence data, it is extremely important to organize the data in an automated manner, which would provide a global genome/proteome and gene product-centric display including its sequence space that allows
variations and annotations to be drilled down for each individual sequence [213].
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Retrieval of Common Genes among Asthma and Comorbidities

The list was manually compared and crosschecked for the common gene identification in asthma and selected comorbidities which associated with asthma.

3.4

Identification of Pathways Shared by Asthma,
Sinusitis, Rhinosi-nusitis and Gastroesophag
-eal Reflux Disease

We identified a pathway that are shared between diseases between genes associated
with Asthma, Sinusitis, Rhinosinusitis and Gastroesophageal Reflux disease. The
pathways were retrieved and crosschecked for confirmation of genes in pathways:

1. The KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) is used to find the
pathways of these diseases and find the proteins associated with disease
2. The HIPPIE (Integrating Protein Interaction Networks with Experiment)
system, which includes several datasets of experimental protein-protein interaction (only HIPPIE interactions scoring > 0.63 were suggested for the
HLA-A and HLA-B genes, as the authors consider them to be highly confident)
3. The Innate DB(database) server, that provides a curated collection of data
based on innate immunity proteins for protein-protein interaction. In Innate DB there are 46 interaction between the genes in HLA-A gene and 35
interaction in HLA-B gene. The FIN was represented with the cytoscape.

3.4.1

KEGG Approaches

KEGG is an interactive database resource consisting of fifteen databases manually curated and four categories of a computer-generated database. PATHWAY,
BRITE as well as MODULE are the databases in the device information group,
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which provide the reference knowledge base for the perception of higher-level systemic cell and organism processes, including metabolism, other cellular processes,
functions of organisms and diseases of humans. Another unique database is the
KO database in the category of genomic details, in which knowledge of molecular
functions is organized with the notion of functional orthologs [214]. In KEGG the
query of HLA-A and HLA-B genes was given and associated pathways were retrieved. Pathways involving association of viral infections were discarded and only
pathways related to allergy were selected. Antigen processing and presentation,
phagosomes, natural killer cell regulated cytotoxicity, cell adhesion molecules and
endocytosis are selected pathways.

3.4.2

HIPPIE Interactions Scoring

The HIPPIE interactions scoring ≥ 0.63 were selected for common genes playing
role in asthma, sinusitis, rhinosinusitis and gastroesophageal reflux diseases by
the HIPPIE table. HIPPIE incorporates multiple experimental protein-protein
interaction datasets these scoring interactions extracted from the HIPPIE of HLAA shown in Appendix and HLA-B interacting proteins in Appendix and Since the
writers count them as high confidential. HIPPIE database gives interaction scoring
≥ 0.63 in both genes, after selecting the protein with assuming scoring there are
a lot of genes which are taken from this database [215].

3.4.3

Proteins Interaction Data from Innate DB

Innate DB is an open database of genes, proteins, experimentally confirmed associations, and signaling pathways involved in the innate immune reaction to microbial
infection in humans, mice, and bovines. Through combining established interactions and pathways from major public databases along with manually curated data
into a consolidated resource, the database collects and improves the coverage of
the innate immune interactome. The database could be extracted as a knowledge
base or use it for system-level study of the innate immune response through certain
advanced bioinformatics and visualization software [216].
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Innate DB server, which provides a comprehensive collection of data about proteinprotein interaction based on innate proteins of immunity. In innate DB first to
find the interaction of the genes with others by entering HLA-A in INNATEDB
there are 46 interactions of HLA-A genes with the other genes and after that check
the interaction of HLA-B gene in the innate DB software these are 35 interaction
of the HLA-B genes with the other genes. After selecting all these interactions
and analyze them properly and separate the common genes in both of them and
also from the other software that are used for the findings of functional interaction
network [217].

3.5

Network Connectivity of Interacting Proteins
with Disease-Associated Genes

Many biological procedures are focused on physical interaction between proteins.
In the molecular processes regulating healthy cells, proteins function together,
and studies of information on protein-protein interaction have also shown that
proteins that are involved in the same disease often appear to interact among each
other. The Bio-Intomics www.biointomics.com high confidence protein-protein interactions database is an excellent platform for elucidating the biological processes
involved in diseases and promoting the production of drugs [218].Gene query of
HLA-A and HLA-B was given default set parameter of this tool and network was
retrieved.

3.6

Predicting Genes Associated With Multimorbidity

In the last step, based on established protein-disease associations, we identified
the network of interacting proteins of HLA-A and HLA-B retrieved from Innate
DB and HIPPIE tools was created to find their association with other proteins.
Here several proteins which are predicted in the Fun-coup http://funcoup.sbc.su.se
database from the selected common proteins.
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Fun-Coup

The latest Fun-Coup release requires the entire renewal of the underlying data,
such as the upgrading of multiple data sources, the inclusion of new technologies where new observational results has now become available, and the addition
of Quantitative Mass Spectrometry, a new type of information data. All those
proteins which were common in the interaction with HLA-A and HLA-B are further analyzed for their association with the other protein not involved or directly
associated with the target diseases using the fun-coup [219].

3.7

Functional Annotation and Enrichment Analysis

Functional annotation was performed for the HLA-A and HLA-B for forming
screened genes among these target diseases. [220].

3.7.1

List of Genes/Protein

Functional annotation was performed for the HLA-A and HLA-B for forming
screened genes among these target diseases. First, from the pathway build before the list of genes/proteins was obtained. These genes/proteins were extracted
from the Innate DB and HIPPIE Tool.

3.7.2

David And Enrich Net Tool

The David tool is the one used for the functional annotations and expression
analysis. It is useful in supplying comprehensive resources to allow users to better
understand biological significance in functional annotation. The list of proteins
is obtained from the innateDB and HIPPIE tools into the David Tool, which
provides us with clusters and P-values for functional annotation and enrichment
analyses [221][226]. Same list which obtained from innateDB and HIPPIE tools
was inserted into the Enrich Net tool and overlapping genes was retriverd [222].

Chapter 4
Results and Discussion
This chapter discusses in detail the results obtained from the application of the
methodology as described in chapter 3. Different tools were used to address the
comorbidities between the Asthma, rhinosinusitis, sinusitis and gastroesophageal
reflux disease. Three allergic diseases were first selected (Asthma, rhinosinusitis
and sinusitis) using literature search, in addition to these three gastroesophageal
reflux diseases that is non-allergic disease was also search.

4.1

Selection of Diseases

Three allergic diseases were first selected (Asthma, rhinosinusitis and sinusitis)
using literature search, in addition to these three gastroesophageal reflux diseases
that is non-allergic disease was also search. In addition to these three gastroesophageal reflux diseases that is non-allergic disease was also search. While there
are common mechanisms between asthma, sinusitis, rhinosinusitis and gastroesophageal reflux disease, it is still not well understood how these various mechanisms together lead to allergic and non-allergic multimorbidity. Asthma and its
clinical expression may be linked to many comorbidities, but its particular effect
still needs to be characterized. Comorbid conditions become more and more recognized as important determinants for asthma phenotypes and it is necessary to
characterize these phenotypes.
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Data Collection

A selection of genes from databases (ENSEMBL, Polysearch and Uniprot database)
correlated with diseases, was built. This dataset consisted of several genes, literature was also consulted to confirm and to understand their role in diseases. It
consists of all genes involved in above mentioned diseases. There are lots of genes
which are involved in a single disease. We need to find the common genes related
to these diseases.

4.2.1

Extraction of Genes from Polysearch

Polysearch was used to find disease-associated genes. Genes were searched by typing the name of each disease in query box. A table of searched diseases associated
genes was generated. Genes related to homo sapiens were screened as a primary
data. Appendix shows the result of query disease associated genes.108 genes of
asthma, 3 genes of sinusitis, 17 genes of rhinosinusitis and 15 of gastroesophageal
reflux disease were retrieved from polysearch.
4.2.1.1

Extraction of Genes from Ensembl

Ensembl was used to find disease-associated genes. Genes were searched by typing
the name of each disease in query box. A table of searched disease associated
genes was generated. Genes related to homo sapiens were screened as a primary
data. Gather hundreds of genes related to asthma in human, seven genes of rhinosinusitis, almost 30 genes of sinusitis and 35 genes of gastroesophageal reflux
disease were retrieved from ensemble. Appendix shows the result of query disease
associated genes.
4.2.1.2

Extraction of Genes from Uniprot

Uniprot was used to find disease-associated genes. Genes were searched by typing
the name of each disease in query box. A table of searched disease associated
genes was generated. Genes related to homo sapiens were screened as a primary
data. In the form of result extract 43 genes of asthma, 1 gene of rhinosinusitis,
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32 genes of sinusitis and 15 of gastroesophageal reflux disease were retrieved from
Uniprot. Appendix shows the result of query disease associated genes.
Data collected from above mentioned databases was compared and common genes
in these three databases were screened for further processing.
These screened genes were common among the targeted diseases as mentioned
above. These genes include HLA-A and HLA-B. After selection of these genes,
associated pathways were retrieved from KEGG.

4.3

Identification of Pathways Associated with
Target

The pathway is designed to recognize interactions between genes associated with
Asthma, Rhinosinusitis, Sinusitis, and Gastroesophageal reflux disease. The network protein-protein interaction has been developed using the pathways of KEGG,
HIPPIE and Innate DB tools. Common proteins in these repositories were used
for creation of protein-protein interaction.

4.3.1

Extraction Of pathways From KEGG Related to HLAA and HLA-B

KEGG is an interactive database resource consisting of fifteen databases manually
curated and four categories of a computer-generated database. Pathways were
searched by typing the name of each gene in query box. Pathways of searched
diseases-associated gene was generated. Pathways related to homo sapiens were
screened as a primary data. The HLA-A and HLA-B genes related 19 different
pathways were retrieved, give no related to the viral genes were retrieved. Only
5 pathways which are not involved in viral or pathogens were selected. Selected
pathways are:
1. Antigen processing and presentation
2. Phagosome
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3. Natural killer cell mediated cytotoxicity
4. Cell adhesion molecules
5. Endocytosis

4.3.1.1

Antigen Presenting Pathway

In cell-mediated immunity, the important role played by the main histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I molecules in intracellular events such as viral infection
were note, involvement of intracellular bacteria and tumor cells antigens shows
in figure 4.1. They attach peptide fragments of all these proteins to the surface
of the cells and present them to CD8+ T cells. This assists cytotoxic T cells
to recognize cells that synthesize and eliminate abnormal or foreign substances.
MHC class I consists of an invariable light chain (B2M), plus an 8-10 residual
peptide ligand (B2M) and the polymer heavy chain. MHC class I is an invariable light chain (HC or alpha chain). Events in the MHC Class I biosynthesis are
described here, including the generation of antigenic peptide by the mechanism
of ubiquitine/26S-proteasome, the transmitting of such peptide to endoplasmatic
reticulum (ER) binding to MHC Class I molecules, and showing on the cell surface
of MHC Class I complexes.
4.3.1.2

Phagosome Pathway

The method by which a cell absorbs relatively large particles and is a key mechanism in restructuring, inflammation and tissue defense against pathogens is phagocytosis shows in figure 4.2. If ligands on the specific surface are recognized by the
unique receptors on the phagocyte surface, a phagosome is formed. After formation, emerging phagosomes slowly evolve digestive properties. This phagosome of
maturation includes controlled contact with other membrane organelles such as
recycling endosomes, lysosomes and late endosomal products. The combination of
phagosomes and lysosomes releases the toxic products that destroy and fragment
most bacteria. Some bacteria however have strategies to resist phagocytose-related
bactericidal procedures and live in hosts.
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Figure 4.1: Antigen Presenting Presentation Pathway Extracted from KEGG

4.3.1.3

Cell Adhesion Pathway

The CAM (glycoproteins) molecules are expressed at a cellular surface and play
a critical role in a broad range of biological processes including hemostasis, immune response, inflammation, embryogenesis, and neuronal tissue growth shows
in figure 4.3. The integrated family, the immunoglobulin superfamily, selectins
and cadherins are four principal classes. Different categories include membrane
proteins that facilitate immune cell-cell interactions, including the ones involved
in antigen detection, co-stimulation and cell adherence. In addition, for brain
morphology and highly organized brain functions, including memory and learning, cell-cell adhesion is essential. During the early development of the nervous
system, neurons extend their axons to their goals and create and preserve synapses
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Figure 4.2: Phagosome Pathway Extracted from KEGG

by creating cell-cell adhesions. Cell adhesions also help axon-axon contacts and
bind neurons to the swan cells assisted by oligodendrocytes.
4.3.1.4

Natural Killer Cells Pathway

NK (Natural Killer) is the innate lymphocyte of the immune system that protects both allogeneic and autologous cells under various pressures, e.g., bacterial
infections, bacteria, or malignancy, from all allogeneic cells. shows in figure 4.4.
While NK cells do not express classical immunoglobulin gene recipients, such as
B cell antibodies or T cell receptors, they are equipped with numerous receptors
whose dedication makes it possible to differentiate between cells. Cell-surface ligands are bound by active receptors, causing activation and lysis of the target cell.
However, inhibitory receptors recognize the molecules of MHC class I (HLA) and
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Figure 4.3: Cell Adhesion Molecules Pathway Extracted from KEGG

inhibit killing NK cells with the receptive activation being overruled. This inhibitory signal is lost if target cells do not express MHC class I and perhaps also
in virus-infecting cells that can inhibit or modify its conformation in MHC class I.
Cytotoxic granules are released to the surface and penetration into the cell membrane with effector protein and cause programmed cell deaths. The cell murder
mechanism is the same as the mechanism used for cytotoxic-T-cells created by
adaptive immune response.
4.3.1.5

Endocytosis Pathway

Endocytosis is a process for cells to detach from the cell surface proteins ligands,
nutrients and plasma membrane (PM) that carry them into the cell interior shows
in figure 4.5. Transmembrane proteins that reach the cytoplasmic domains by
clathrin-dependent endocytosis (CDE) bind to the APs (adaptor-related protein
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Figure 4.4: Natural Killer Cell Mediated Toxicity Pathway Extracted from
KEGG

complexes) and enable their quick removal from PM. There are various accessory proteins including dynamine in addition to APs and clathrin. These cargoes
are sorted to different destinations based on the different proteins entering the
endosome membrane. Some cargoes are recycled to PM, like nutrient receptors.
Ubiquities are sorted into vesicles intraluminal proteins, including activated growfactor receptors, which eventually end up in the lysosome lumen via multivesicular
endosomes (MVEs). Depending on the cargo and the cell type, there are various
pathways for clathrin-dependent endocytosis (CIE).

4.3.2

Retrieval of Protein-Protein Interactions

Protein- protein interactions of selected genes (HLA-A and HLA-B) were retrieved
from two databases HIPPIE and Innate DB.
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Figure 4.5: Natural Killer Cell Mediated Toxicity Pathway Extracted from
KEGG

4.3.2.1

Retrieval of Protein from HIPPIE

The HIPPIE tool generates protein-protein interactions for the given proteins. We
wanted to have all the proteins that interact with our desired proteins (HLA-A
and HLA-B), as they affect system of human body. Therefore, HLA-A and HLA-B
were given to HIPPIE tool which give interacting proteins for HLA-A and HLA-B.
The tool gave us a large dataset for each protein therefore the threshold was set
and only those interactions were selected which had high interacting score i.e.,
≥0.63. Retrieved proteins of HLA-A and HLA-B in Appendix.
4.3.2.2

Protein-Protein Interaction Data from Innate DB

The innate DB database that keeps a compiled collection of data on protein-protein
interaction. In InnateDB there were 46 interactions of HLA-A with the protein
shown in Appendix and after that check the interaction of HLA-B in the innate
DB software these are 35 interaction of the HLA-B with the proteins shown in
Appendix.
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After analyzing all these interactions, the common interactions from these two
databases were used for further procedure. In the case of HLA-A 3 common
proteins were selected and for HLA-B 23 common proteins were selected for construction of network.
The interaction network is designed by identifying common genes, in HLA-A gene
there are KIR3DL2, KIR3DS1 and STAT3 proteins are common. In HLA-B there
are B2M, CD8A, LILRB1, LILRB2, EZR, MSN, PL53, PSMD1, PAICS, RUUBLI, AHCY, VCP, TRIM28, B2M, CD8A, LILRB1, LILRB2, EZR, MSN, PL53,
PSMD1, PAICS, RUUBLI, AHCY, VCP, TRIM28, ADRB2, ARHGEF4, EDEM1,
HSPA5, NEDD8, PCK1, STAT1, SUM01, TRIB3 and UBD proteins are common.

4.4

Protein-Protein Network

Common interacting protein from the previous step were selected for construction
of network. The networks were extract from Bio-Intomics database and found
the interactions and nature of proteins with each other like protein works as a
receptor, enzyme or plasma membrane bound protein.
Network shows the interaction of different proteins with the HLA-A. In figure
4.6 red symbol shows the receptor proteins. There are 9 receptor proteins which
are directly interacted with HLA-A (KIR3DS1, KIR2DS4, KIR3DL2, LILRB2,
LILRB1, TRBC1, TRAC, TRAV21 and TRBV6-5) and their number of interacting proteins in table 4.1. Sky blue sign shows the enzyme proteins in which HLA-A
also directly interact with 5 enzymes called SYVN1, TMEM129, UBE2J1, UBE2J2
and PDIA3 and their interacting proteins number shown in table 4.6. Orange sign
shows the plasma membrane bound proteins in which 11 plasma membrane bound
protein is directly involved with HLA-A these SELENOS, PMEL, MME, BCAP31,
HLA-DRB1, HLA-F, TRB, TRA, CD8A, HLA-DRA and TAPBPL, number of
interacting proteins shown in table 4.3. Circle sign shows the 24 interacting predicted proteins which directly interact with the HLA-A but function is unknown
as mention in Bio- Intomics. HLA-A itself a plasma membrane bound protein.
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Figure 4.6: HLA-A Protein Interaction Network Extracted from The BioIntomics
Table 4.1: HLA-A gene interactions with Receptors and their functions.

Sr

Name
genes/pro-

of

No. of interact- Name
ing proteins

proteins

of

interacting

teins
1.

KIR3DS1

3

HLA-F, HLA-A, B2M

2.

KIR2DS4

3

HLA-F, HLA-A, B2M

3.

KIR3DL2

3

HLA-F, HLA-A, B2M

4.

LILRB2

4

INS, HLA-A, HLA-F,B2M

5.

LILRBI

4

INS, HLA-A, HLA-F, B2M

6.

TRBCI

8

HLA-DRB1, HLA-A, TRB,
M2M, TRA, TRAC, HLADRA, CD84

7.

TRAC

8

HLA-DRB1, HLA-A, TRB,
B2M, CD84, TRA, TRACI,
HLA-DRA

8.

TRAV2I

1

HLA-A

9.

TRBV6-5

1

HLA-A
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Table 4.2: HLA-A gene interactions with Enzymes and their functions

Sr

Name
genes/pro-

of No. of interact- Name of interacting proing proteins

teins

8

SELENOS, HLAA, SEC6IAI,

teins
1.

SYVNI

BAG6,

VCP,

DERL1,

UBE2J1, TMEMI29
2.

VCP

11

SEC6IAI,
DRBI,

BAC6,
HLAA,

HLADERLI,

UBE2J2, SYVNI, SELENOS,
TEMEMI29,

HSP9CAAI,

UBE2JI
3.

TMEMI29

6

VCP, HLA-A, SYVNI, DER2,
UBE2J2, SELENOS

4.

UBE2J1

4

VCP, HLA-A, SYVNI, DERLI

5.

UBE2J2

5

TMEMI29, SELENOS, VCP,
HLA-A, DERLI

6.

PDIA3

9

SEC6IAI, HLAA, BCAP31,
TAPI, TAPBP, CANX, TAPL,
CALR, B2M

Table 4.3: HLA-A gene interactions with Plasma membrane bound and their
functions

Sr

1.

Name

of No.

of in- Name of interacting proteins

genes/pro-

teracting pro-

teins

teins

SELENOS

6

HLAA,
UBE2J2,

DERL1,

VCP,

TMEMI29,

SYVN1
2.

PMEL

2

HLA-A, SEC61A1

3.

MME

3

HLA-A, CD9, HLA-DRB1
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4.

CD9

3

MME, HLA-A, HLA-DRBI

5.

BCAP31

11

SEC61A1,
DERL1,

TRAM1,
HLAA,

TAP1,

TAPBP, CALR, PDIA3,
CANX, B2M, TAP2
6.

HLA-DRBI

8

TRBC1,
DRA,

TRAC,
TRA,

HLAHLA-A,

MME, CD9, VCP
7.

HLA-F

10

CD8A,

KIR3DSI,

KIR2DS4,

B2M,

KIR3DL2,

HLA-A, TAPBP, LILRB2,
LILRBI, CANX
8.

TRB

5

TRA,

TRAC,

TRACI,

HLA-A, B2M
9.

TRA

6

HLA-A, HLA-DRB1, B2M,
TRBCI, TRAC, TRB

10.

CD8A

5

HLA-A, HLA-F, B2M, TRBCI, TRAC

11.

HLA-DRA

12

APIB1,

AP1SB,

APISI,

APISI,

AP1MI,

APIS2,

APIMI,

HLA-A,

TRAC,

TRACI,

CANX,

HLA-

DRBI
12.

TAPBPL

1

HLA-A

13.

MEPIB

1

HLA-A

Network shows the interaction of different proteins with the HLA-B. In figure 4.7
red symbol shows the receptor proteins. There are 12 receptor proteins which
are directly interacted with HLA-B (KIR3DS1, KIR2DS4, KIR3DL2, KIR2DL3,
KIR2DL1, KIR3DL1, LILRB2, LILRB1, LILRA1, TRBC1, TRAC, and CXCR4)
and their interacting proteins shown in Table 4.4. Sky blue sign shows the enzyme
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Figure 4.7: HLA-B Protein Interaction Network Extracted from The BioIntomics

proteins in which HLA-B also directly interact with 3 enzymes called LRRK2,
HSPA5and PDIA3, interacting proteins are shown in Table 4.5. Orange sign shows
the plasma membrane bound proteins in which 3 plasma membrane bound protein
is directly involved with HLA-B these TYROBP, CD8A and TAPBPL. Circle sign
shows the 7 interacting proteins with directly interact with the HLA-B but function
is unknown as mention in Bio-Intomics. HLA-B itself a plasma membrane bound
protein.
Table 4.4: HLA-B gene interactions with Receptor and their functions.

Sr

Name
genes/proteins

of

No.

of in-

Name of interacting proteins

teracting
proteins

1.

LILRA1

2

HLA-B, B2M

2.

KIR3DL2

2

HLA-B, B2M

3.

TRBCI

4

HLA-B, B2M, CD8A, TRAC

4.

TRAC

4

HLA-B, B2M, CD8A, TRBC1
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5.

KIR2DLI

2

HLA-B, B2M

6.

LILRB2

2

HLA-B, B2M

7.

KIR2DS4

3

HLA-B, B2M, TYROBP

8.

KIR3DSI

3

HLA-B, B2M, TYROBP

9.

KIR3DLI

2

HLA-B, B2M

10.

KIR2DL3

2

HLA-B, B2M

11.

LILRBI

2

HLA-B, B2M

12.

CXCR4

2

HLA-B, B2M

Table 4.5: HLA-B gene interactions with Enzymes and their functions.

Sr

Name
genes/proteins

1.
2.
3.

CD8A
TAPBPL
TYROBP

of No. of interacting
proteins
4
1
4

Name of interacting proteins

HLAB, B2M, TRAC, TRBC1
HLA-A
HLA-B,
B2M,
KIR3DSI,
KIR2DS4

Table 4.6: HLA-B gene interactions with Enzymes and their functions

Sr

Name
genes/proteins

of No.

of in-

Name of interacting proteins

teracting
proteins

1.

PDIA3

6

HLA-B-B2M, EDEM1, CALR,
TAP11, TAP2

2.

4.5

HSPA5

1

HLA-B

Protein-Protein Interaction of Common Proteins Screened From KEGG, HIPPIE and
InnateDB

All those proteins which were common in the interaction with HLA-A and HLA-B
are further analyzed for their association with the other protein not involved or
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Figure 4.8: HLA-A Interacting protein interaction taking from Funcoup

directly associated with the target diseases using the fun-coup as mentioned in
figure 4.8 and 4.9.
Network of all those common proteins which were interacting with the HLA-A is
shown in the figure 4.8. In this diagram there are 2 type of circle visualization one
is simple blue and the second one is blue with thick black boundary. The circle
which are highlighted with thick black colour are proteins of interest and blue color
circles represent those proteins which are interacting with our proteins of interest.
KIR3DL2 target protein did not show any interaction but it shows the interaction
network generated for the interaction of HLA-A with the proteins screened from
the KEGG pathway, innate DB and HIPPIE (figure 4.4). ILK and STAT3 do not
show the interaction with HLA-A and similar results were also generated when
HLA-A network was generated. Although these proteins were common in selected
diseases.
Network of all those common proteins which were interacting with HLA-B is shown
in the figure 4.9. All the genes are interacting with each other. No gene were single
and self-interacted. similar results were also generated when HLA-B network was
generated. Although these proteins were common in selected diseases. This data
can be translated and combined into protein association networks where proteins
represent nodes and connections represent associations.
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Figure 4.9: HLA-B Interacting genes interaction taking from Funcoup.

4.6

Prediction of Proteins from the Multimorbidity Diseases-Associated Genes

4.6.1

HLA-A Predicted Proteins

PARVA, PARVB, PXN, LIMS2, LIMS1, RSU1, LASP1, CRK, PDLIM5, TWF2,
RAC1, RPS9, RPL7 and CNDP2 are the proteins which are closely interacted to
the multimorbidity common disease-associated genes with HLA-A gene.

4.6.2

HLA-B Predicted Proteins

PSMB6, PSMB2, RPL3, HSPA8, NME2, PCNA, TCP1, KPNB1, UBA1, ATP5
F1A, ENO1, EEF2, ATP5 F1B, TUBB, NED, RACK1, ACTB, RPS27, RPS4X,
RPSA, EEF1A1, GAT1, PPP2 B1A, RPSA, DNAJA1, GP1 and TUBB PSMB6,
PSMB2, RPL3, HSPA8, NME2, PCNA, TCP1, KPNB1, UBA1, ATP5F1A, ENO1,
EEF2, ATP5 F1B, TUBB, NED, RACK1, ACTB, RPS27, RPS4X, RPSA, EEF1
A1, GAT1, PPP2 B1A, RPSA, DNA JA1, GP1 and TUBB are the proteins
which are closely interacted to the multimorbidity common disease associated
genes HLA-B genes.
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Functional Annotation and Enrichment Analysis

The genes/proteins work in a particular pathway to perform their function and
to produce a particular response. For the communication to build cells pathways
genes/proteins are often overlapping in the other pathway that is any change on
one pathway tends to produce change effect in the other which is called crosstalk
[223].
All common four proteins for HLA-A and 21 proteins for HLA-B that were retrieved from Innate DB, HIPPIE and KEGG were used to find the crosstalk.
Table 4.7: List of proteins interacting with HLA-A and HLA-B with their IDs

Diseases Name

Common Genes

Interacting Proteins

Gene ID

HLA-A

HLA-A

3105

KIR3DL2

3812

KIR3DS1

3813

STAT3

6774

HLA-B

3106

B2M

567

CD8A

925

LILRB1

10859

LILRB2

10288

EZR

7430

Asthma

MSN

4478

Rhinosinusitis

PSMD1

5707

Sinusitis

PAICS

10606

Gastroesophageal

AHCY

191

reflux disease

VCP

7415

TRIM28

10155

ADRB2

154

ARHGEF4

50649

HLA-B
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EDEM1

9695

HSPA5

3309

NEDD8

4738

PCK1

5105

STAT1

6772

TRIB3

57761

UBD

10537

Functional Annotation by David Tool

David database was used to perform functional annotation. The results obtained
after functional annotation were in the form of clusters. Functional categories
based on a co-existence with a group of genes will easily help to unravel new biopathway processes. If genes share similar set of those terms, they are most likely
involved in similar biological mechanisms [220].
The result of David tool gave us different clusters, we selected 1 cluster for HLA-A
and 7 clusters of HLA-B by the enrichment score is ≥1 and p value as ≤0.1 as
threshold.
4.7.1.1

HLA-A Functional Annotation Clustering

After functional annotation, 1 cluster of interacting HLA-A proteins was generated. The enrichment score was 1.17. The functions of these genes are involved
in immunoglobin domain, plasma membrane, integral component of plasma membrane, disulphide bond signal peptide, topological domain(extracellular), glycosylation site, glycoprotein, transmembrane region, polymorphism, sequence variant
and alternative splicing.
The results in figure 4.10 indicates HLA-A, KIR3DL2, KIR3DS1 and STAT3 forms
one cluster and plays role in plasma membrane, the enrichment score (1.17) and
p-value (0.01) indicate that these proteins are not clustered accidentally rather
they are significantly more enriched.
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Figure 4.10: Functional annotation of HLA-A associated genes

4.7.1.2

HLA-B Functional Annotation Clustering

7 clusters of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional annotation.
The highest enrichment score was 2.01 and the lowest being 0.45.
Annotation Cluster 1
Annotation Cluster 1 of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional
annotation. The functions of these genes are involved in cadherin binding involved in cell-cell adhesion, cell-cell adherens junction and cell-cell adhesion. The
results in figure 4.11 indicates EZR, HSPA5, PAICS and STAT1 forms cluster and
plays role in cell-cell adherens junction, the enrichment score (2.01) and p-value
(0.004) show that these proteins are not mistakenly clustered but are considerably
enriched.
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Figure 4.11: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

Annotation Cluster 2
The HLA-B interacting genes annotation cluster 2 were identified after functionally annotated genes. The enrichment score were 1.7. The functions of these genes
are involved in endoplasmic reticulum unfolded protein response, ER -associated
ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process, endoplasmic reticulum and protein
processing in endoplasmic reticulum. The results in figure 4.12 indicates EDEM1,
HSPA5, HLA-B and VCP forms cluster and plays role in endoplasmic reticulum,
p-value (0.06) show that these proteins are not mistakenly clustered and are considerably significant.

Figure 4.12: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

Annotation Cluster 3
Annotation cluster 3 of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional
annotation. The enrichment score were 1.27. The functions of these genes are involved in MHC class 1 protein binding, regulation of immune response, immunity,
cellular response to lipopolysaccharide, Immunoglobulin-like domain, adaptive immunity, immune response, antigen processing and presentation, plasma membrane,
external side of plasma membrane, cell surface receptor signaling pathway, IG, cell
surface, disulfide bond, integral component of plasma membrane, signal peptide,
topological domain, transmembrane , glycoprotein, receptor extracellular regions,
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secreted, glycosylation site and splice variants. The results in figure 4.13 indicates
CD8A, ADRB2, B2M, EZR, HSPA5, LILRB1, LILRB2, HLA-B, MSN and TRIB3
forms cluster and plays role in plasma membrane, p-value (0.02) Show that these
proteins are not clustered mistakenly, but enriched significantly.

Figure 4.13: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

Annotation Cluster 4
Annotation cluster 4 of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional
annotation. The enrichment score was 1.17. The functions of these genes are involved in ubiquitin-dependent protein catabolic process, ubl conjugation pathway,
protein ubiquitination and nucleus. The results in figure 4.14 indicates NEDD8,
STAT1, TRIB3, TRIM28, UBD and VCP forms cluster and plays role in nucleus,
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p-value (0.2) Demonstrate that these proteins are not accidently clustered and
greatly enriched.

Figure 4.14: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

Annotation Cluster 5
Annotation cluster 5 of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional
annotation. The enrichment score was 0.92(non significant). The functions of
these genes are involved in pleckstrin homology-like domain, regulation of actin
cytoskeleton, cell projection and cell membrane. The results in figure 4.15 indicates
CD8A, ARHGEF4, ADRB2, EZR, LILRB1, CD8A, ARHGEF4, ADRB2, EZR,
LILRB1 and MSN forms cluster and plays role in cell membrane, p-value (0.1)
indicate that these proteins are significantly clustered.

Figure 4.15: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

Annotation Cluster 6
Annotation cluster 6 of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional
annotation. The enrichment score was 0.53 (non-significant). The enrichment
score was 0.53 (non-significant). The functions of these genes are involved in
nucleotide-binding and ATP-binding. The results in figure 4.16 indicates HSPA5,
PCK1, PAICS and VCP forms cluster and plays role in nucleotide binding, p-value
(0.2) Show that these proteins are clustered mistakenly, non-significant.
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Figure 4.16: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

Annotation Cluster 7
Annotation cluster 7 of HLA-B interacting genes were found out after functional
annotation. The enrichment score was 0.45(non-significant). The functions of
these genes are involved in negative regulation of transcription from RNA polymerase 2 promotor, nucleoplasm, nucleus, transcription regulation and transcription. The results in figure 4.17 indicates NEDD8, STAT1, TRIB3, TRIM28, UBD
and VCP forms cluster and plays role in nucleus, p-value (0.05) Present that certain proteins are not mistakenly clustered and have significant importance.

Figure 4.17: Functional annotation of HLA-B associated genes

4.7.1.3

Enrichment Analysis

Table 4.8: functional annotation were done which shows no of different overlapping genes

Pathway/Process

hsa04612:
gen

processing

presentation

Antiand

Gene set Pathway
size

size

24

66

Overlap Genes

HSPA5 KIR3DS1 KIR3DL2
B2M CD8A
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hsa05332:

Graft-

72

24

40

KIR3DS1 KIR3DL2

24

21

PCK1

24

23

HSPA5

Se- 24

25

AHCY

30

PCK1

24

33

CD8A

24

67

PCK1 STAT3

24

34

AHCY

hsa05212: Pancreatic 24

70

STAT1 STAT3

24

35

HSPA5

24

40

PCK1

Protea- 24

43

PSMD1

52

EZR

versus-host disease
hsa04964:
tubule

Proximal
bicarbonate

reclamation
hsa03060: Protein export
hsa00450:
lenoamino

acid

metabolism
hsa00020: Citrate cy- 24
cle (TCA cycle)
hsa05340:

Primary

immunodeficiency
hsa04920:

Adipocy-

tokine signaling pathway
hsa00270:
and

Cysteine
methionine

metabolism

cancer
hsa05020: Prion diseases
hsa00620:

Pyruvate

metabolism
hsa03050:
some
hsa05130: Pathogenic
Escherichia coli infection

24
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hsa04141:

73

Protein 24

157

HSPA5 VCP EDEM1

54

STAT3

113

MSN EZR

62

PCK1

130

KIR3DS1 KIR3DL2

24

69

PCK1

24

208

MSN EZR ARHGEF4

71

EZR

24

72

STAT1

24

154

STAT1 STAT3

24

83

ADRB2

24

87

CD8A

24

186

STAT1 STAT3

processing in endoplasmic reticulum
hsa05221:

Acute

24

myeloid leukemia
hsa04670:

Leuko- 24

cyte transendothelial
migration
hsa00010:

Glycolysis

24

/ Gluconeogenesis
hsa04650:
killer

cell

Natural 24
mediated

cytotoxicity
hsa03320: PPAR signaling pathway
hsa04810: Regulation
of actin cytoskeleton
hsa04971:

Gastric 24

acid secretion
hsa05140: Leishmaniasis
hsa04630: Jak-STAT
signaling pathway
hsa04970: Salivary secretion
hsa04640:
Hematopoietic

cell

lineage
hsa04062: Chemokine
signaling pathway
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hsa04620: Toll-like re- 24

101

STAT1

24

108

CD8A

24

131

CD8A

hsa04910: Insulin sig- 24

134

PCK1

ceptor signaling pathway
hsa04660: T cell receptor signaling pathway
hsa04514:

Cell ad-

hesion

molecules

(CAMs)

naling pathway
hsa00230:

Purine

24

158

PAICS

Pathways

24

322

STAT1 STAT3

Calcium

24

173

ADRB2

hsa04144: Endocyto- 24

194

ADRB2

269

ADRB2

1083

PAICS AHCY PCK1

metabolism
hsa05200:
in cancer
hsa04020:

signaling pathway

sis
hsa04080:
tive

Neuroac- 24

ligand-receptor

interaction
hsa01100:

Metabolic 24

pathways

In the table 4.8 functional annotation were done which shows no of different overlapping genes, in the process of Antigen processing and presentation mostly overlapping genes were retrieved; in Graft-versus-host disease the two genes KIR3DS1,
KIR3DL2 were identified and in Metabolic pathways PAICS, AHCY, PCK1 were
identified. There were many other genes that shows overlapping in different processes.
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Discussion

The purpose of this study was to determine the association of asthma and with
three selected diseases as sinusitis, rhinosinusitis and gastroesophageal reflux.
Genes involved in each disease were selected and then screen for their common
association with target diseases. All of the common genes retrieved have strong
association with asthma and selected diseases [130]. IL12RB2, COX1, IL4R, HLAA and HLA-B are common genes of asthma and sinusitis [224]. LUNX, TSLP,
CD284, ALRH, IL33, HLA-DQ, HLA-A and HLA-B are common genes between
asthma and rhinosinusitis [225, 226]. COX-2, CD151, TP53, HLA-A and HLA-B
common genes between asthma and gastroesophageal reflux disease show a large
level of interconnection related to genes [227]. HLA-A and HLA-B were the most
common genes that were present all these diseases. HLA-A and HLA-B is part
of the HLA Class I heavy chain paralogues. This class 1 molecule is a heavy
chain and light chain heterodimer. The strong chain is fixed to the membrane.
In the immune system, class I molecules play an important role by incorporating
peptides taken from endoplasmic reticulum lumens to identify cytotoxic T cells.
They are expressed in virtually every cell [228]. The heavy chain is around 45
kDa and 8 exones are found in its gene. Exon 1 encodes leading peptide, exon 2
and 3 encodes the alpha1 and alpha2 domains, binding all peptide, exon 4 alpha3
domain, exon 5 transmembrane region and exon 6 and 7 encodes the cytoplasm
tail. In exon 2 and exon3, the peptide binding specificity for any molecule of class
1 is responsible for polymorphism. Typing of these polymorphisms is regularly
conducted for bone marrow and kidney transplantation. More than 6000 HLA-A
alleles have been identified [229, 230].
Multiple pathways have been reported to be involved in these diseases and 19 pathways retrieved from different databases showed common association or involvement
with asthma and selected comorbidities thus potentially involved in allergic and
non-allergic multimorbidity mechanisms. Five of the pathways selected on the
basis of common genes involvement includes Antigen processing and presentation,
phagosomes, natural killer cell regulated cytotoxicity, cell adhesion molecules and
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endocytosis are selected pathways. These pathways are involved in all selected
diseases like Antigen presenting presenting pathway involved in the identification
of allergens and immune response infectants in asthma, [231] sinusitis, rhinosinusitis [232] and help in inflammation and tissue remodeling [233].Phagosome
pathway responsible to destroy the foreign particles and macrophages stimulate
during this pathway in asthma, sinusitis and rhinosinusitis [234, 235], recognize
metabolic regulators in gastroesophageal reflux disease [236].Natural killing pathway act cytotoxic against infected cells related to the all diseases [237].Cell adhesion molecule pathway in upregulate the secretory process of eosinophils to many
stimuli [238].Endocytosis pathways play role to detect and recognize pharyngeal
acidification in gastroesophageal reflux and engulf foreign particle like allergens
[239].After that retrieved HLA-A and HLA-B interacting proteins from HIPPIE
and Innate DB. From these databases retrieved common 3 proteins of HLA-A
and 23 proteins of HLA-B selected for construction of network. Common genes,
in HLA-A gene these are KIR3DL2 and KIR3DS1 help B27 bound to KIR3DL1,
KIR3DL2 and LILRB2 but not LILRB1. KIR3DL2 ligation by B27 inhibited NK
and T cell IFN-gamma production [240], and STAT3 The STAT3 transcription
regulator has important roles in the production and mature function of the tissue, including inflammation and immunity regulation [241]. In HLA-B proteins
are B2M binds the Class I major-histocompatibility-complex (MHC) molecules alpha1, alpha 2 and alpha-3 domains in a non-covalent manner [242], in CD8A When
the molecules in human leucocyte antigen (HLA-I) are complexed with antigenic
peptides, the CD8+T cell response can be triggered by interaction with the T
cell receptor (TCR) and the CD8 co-receiver [243], LILRB1, LILRB2, EZR, MSN,
PL53, PSMD1, PAICS, RUUBLI, AHCY, VCP, TRIM28, ADRB2, ARHGEF4,
EDEM1, HSPA5, NEDD8, PCK1, STAT1, SUM01, TRIB3 and UBD proteins are
common. Proteins common in interaction with HLA-A and HLA-B will be investigated in further detail for their association to the other non-implicated protein or
directly retrieved from fun-coup a list of newly predicted multimorbidity related
proteins, a functional network of associations were also created [244]. Finally,
crosstalk run between all the common extracted proteins from Innate DB and
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HIPPIE and find functional annotations of these genes from David tool [221]. The
result of David tool gave us different clusters, we selected 1 cluster for HLA-A and
7 clusters of HLA-B by the enrichment score is ≥1 and p value as ≤0.1 as threshold.
Identify enrichment analysis of both genes (HLA-A and HLA-B) to check the most
overlapping genes when performed enrichment analysis there are several clusters
that shows the significant value that is < 0.05. Huang, and Sherman, highlighted
the significant role of related to HLA-A and HLA-B [245]. In HLA-A annotation
cluster significant value indicate that these proteins are not clustered accidentally
rather they are significantly more enriched. Most probably 4 genes were involved,
the functions of these genes are involved in immunoglobin domain, plasma membrane, integral component of plasma membrane, disulphide bond signal peptide,
topological domain(extracellular), glycosylation site, glycoprotein, transmembrane
region, polymorphism, sequence variant and alternative splicing. In HLA-B functional annotation 6 clusters are significant (cluster 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7) The functions
of these genes are involved in MHC class 1 protein binding, regulation of immune
response, immunity, cellular response to lipopolysaccharide, Immunoglobulin-like
domain, adaptive immunity, immune response, antigen processing and presentation, plasma membrane, external side of plasma membrane, cell surface receptor signaling pathway and many other functions associated to them. And then
molecular annotation were done which shows no of different overlapping genes,
in the process of Antigen processing and presentation mostly overlapping genes
were retrieved; in Graft-versus-host disease the two genes KIR3DS1, KIR3DL2
were identified and in Metabolic pathways PAICS, AHCY, PCK1 were identified.
There were many other genes that shows overlapping in different processes [222].

Chapter 5
Conclusion

5.1

Conclusions and Recommendations

Asthma has reported to be associated with many different diseases CRS, rhinitis, SARS, sinusitis, rhinosinusitis and gastroesophageal reflux diseases. Sinusitis,
rhinosinusitis and asthma are categorized as allergic diseases whereas gastroesophageal reflux disease is a non-allergic disease but still it is being reported to
be as comorbidities with asthma. Current study also revealed these allergic and
non-allergic diseases associated as comorbidity, HLA-A and HLA-B that are involved in antigen presentation and a part of immune system. They have strong
interaction with many proteins and are involved in many pathways. Reterival of
common proteins involved in the targeted disease also shows their interaction with
these two (HLA-A and HLA-B) screened genes. Functional annotation results also
shows that shared common genes that have significant role in their multimorbidity
association.
The outcome of current study needs to be a validated in in-vitro studies. Moreover
the common proteins predicted must be evaluated as drug target.
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An Appendix
Table 1: Gene list retrieved from poly search database

Asthma

Sinusitis

Rhinosinusitis

Gastroesophageal
reflux disease

A disintegrin and met- 16.1

C2orf86

EPH receptor B4

OSF 2

CA IX

CST-1

C-erb B2

DER-4

LUNX

ANX-1

GSDML

B cell differen- CDC21

alloprotease 33
DVS27

”COX
VIII-L”

ALRH

Restin

tiation

factor

gamma
ORM1 (S. cerevisiae)-

ALRH

CDABP0042

like 3
Lymphotoxin-beta

Activation

in- B lymphoma Mo-

ducer molecule

MLV insertion region
(mouse)

39 kDa synovial pro-

ABC35

COX-2

TSLP

KLK-1

DVS27

ATP-dependent heli-

tein
B cell differentiation
factor gamma
NR1F1

case SMARCA4
117
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118

DENN/MADD
main

do-

”COX VIII-L”

Leukolysin

containing

1B
CTLA 8

Pulmonary func- Breast normal eption

ithelial cell associated serine protease

5 lipoxygenase

COX-2

Hydroxyaryl protein
kinase

CXCL12

CD154

FKHL-5

FKSG-9

PTC bitter taste

CD151

receptor
ASRT-2

CD284

B cell differentiation

B cell differenti-

factor 1

ation factor 1

T box 21
CYSLT-1
Pulmonary function
Catabolin
TSLP
Leukolysin
Blastokinin
ASRT-1
OSF 2
582J2.1
AG-2 protein
VEGF
KIF-3
ADRB-2
CAMP specific phosphodiesterase variant
PDE4A-10
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ZPBP-2
MIRN410
DEGS
LTC4 synthase
AZ3B
MUC-5
ABP-280
IRF-2
BM-040
CD14
CL100
CCL11
ADCY-9
CYSLT-2
ATOD-4
GCCR
B TCGF
ATP-dependent helicase SMARCA4
MUC19
FOXA-2
COX-2
CD126
IPO-B
DPL-2
BLAST 2
CC chemokine IMAC
CD87
3-10C
26 kd protein
Antigen CD48

119
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120

FAM13A1
A disintegrin and metalloproteinase domain
8
GIMAP-4
FTSJD2
DPD-1
DPDE-4
STAT-4
GIMAP-5
FAM117C
CD66c
CARD-7
IL-10-related

T-cell-

derived-inducible
factor
CD169
Prostanoid TP receptor
D12S1644
CD284
Oncogene PIM2
EPHX
COX-1
HMOX-1
GON-10
Ets transcription factor PDEF
C-C CKR-3
Breast carcinoma associated antigen DF3
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AF-1
Glia-derived nexin
CSF-3
DMTase
CRF-1
3’5’ cyclic nucleotide
phosphodiesterase 4D
splice variant 1
NRP-2
MFAP-4
MED22
G protein coupled receptor 65
CCAAT-box binding
transcription factor
39S ribosomal protein
L44 mitochondrial
26S proteasome non
ATPase

regulatory

subunit 3
ORAOV-2
LUNX
LAMA-1
ELP-2
ARG-2
AML-3
10

kDa

interferon-

gamma-induced
protein
CLCA-1
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122

ADP ribosyl cyclase

Table 2: Genes list retrieved from uniport

Asthma

Rhinosinusitis

Sinusitis

Gastroesophageal reflux

IL22RA1

DNAI1

MECP2

ADAM33

CCDC151

MSR1

PLA2G7

CCDC39

TP53

DPP10

ZMYND10 GPX7

DENND1B

DNAH1

ALDH18A1

TBX21

IL12RB2

SALL1

MUC7

IL4R

GEMIN4

NPSR1

HYDIN

ASCC1

CDHR3

DNAH5

STAG1

IL4R

DNAAF1

CTHRC1

IRAK3

RSPH4A

LYRM4

MYLK

CCDC114

NEXMIF

CHI3L1

CCDC40

TSPYL1

MS4A2

DNAH11

IL13

DNAL1

RASGRP4

DNAH9

IFNGR1

TTC25

PTGDR

LRRC6

PHF11

DNAI2

CHIA

DNAAF6

ADRB2

DNAAF5

HNMT

DNAAF4

CYSLTR1

CCDC103

SMRP1

ARMC4

S100A12

SPAG1

CLCA1

RSPH9

BCL11B

CCDC65

ORMDL3
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IL17F

DNAAF2

IL12RB2

CFAP298

PRKCZ

DNAAF3

CLC

CFAP300

ADCY9

LRRC56

HAVCR1
IL27
NLRP3
PIK3CG
ARG2
IL33
ADAM33
CCL4
AAA1
GSTP1

Table 3: Gene list retrieved from ensemble

Rhinosinusitis

Sinusitis

Gastroesophageal

Asthma

reflux disease
HLA-DQA1

DNAH8-AS1,

AFF3

TLR1

DNAH8
IL33

DNAH11

NIPBL

SPATS2L

HLA-DQA1

TNNI3,

APOB

PRKCQ,

DNAAF3

PFKFB3,
SFMBT2

ALOX15

RSPH4A

NIPBL

AKAP6

CFTR

CCDC40

SMD1

HLA-DRB1

DNAAF1

MECP2

HLA-B

BLNK

OLIG2, C21orf62

ITSN2,
C2orf84,
NCOA1
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DNAI1

MICA, HLA-B

IL13, RAD50,
IL4

RSPH1

CCKBR, CNGA4

HLA-DRB1,
HLA-DQA1

DNAL1

MAD1L1,

AK127048,

ELFN1
DNAAF5,

RBM6, MON1A

PRKAR1B
DNAH8

SLCO3A1,

CRTC3,

RP11-387D10.2
RPGR

AK098570, LSP1P3

CCDC40

DPYD

CDCA7L,

PDE4B, U4

DNAH11
DNAAF2

KLHL26,

CRTC1,

TMEM59L
LRRC6

NRIP1

DNAH11

MICA, HLA-B

DNAH5

GRM8

CCDC39

LOC285819,

BTN1A1,

BTN2A1
DNAH11

ANO10, SNRK

CCDC40

PGPEP1, LSM4

DNAAF1

MICA, HLA-B

DRC1

MICA, HLA-B

DNAL1

ADAMTS17,
RNA5SP402,
AC022819.3,

CTD-

3076O17.1
DNAAF2

BTF3P7, RPI1-80N2.2

DNAH7

MAML3, BC040304
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ZMYND10

MICA, HLA-B
SDK1, DL490859
CA10
LINC01422, RP1-90L6.2
FOXP1
RAB5B, SUOX, CDK2

Interactors

KIR3DL1

Fullname

::

Species

Interaction

Interactor Supporting

Source

Type

type

Publications

ID(s)

-

1

IDB-331164;

-

1

IDB-1631962;

-

2

BIOGRID-656120;

Complex of 3 Homo

physical asso- protein

interactors

sapiens

ciation

LILRB2 :: HLA- Complex of 4

Homo

physical asso- protein

A :: HLA-B :: interactors

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

HLA-A

Database
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Table 4: HLA-A interacting proteins extracted from innate DB

protein

protein

HLA-C
HLA-A :: TAP1

HLA-A

in-

teracts

with

protein

IDB-967886;

TAP1

BIOGRID-305565;
IDB-967873;

IDB-

967877; IDB-967884;
BIOGRID-305570;
LILRB2 :: HLA- LILRB2
A

teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

-

1

IDB-120685;

protein

HLA-A
126

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

Homo

transcriptional protein

sapiens

regulation

rna

:: Complex of 3

Homo

physical

protein

interactors

sapiens

interaction

protein

Homo

association

protein

A

teracts

with

-

1

IDB-120686;

-

1

IDB-649185;

-

1

IDB-224469;
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in- Homo

LILRB1 :: HLA- LILRB1

protein

HLA-A
MEX3C :: HLA- MEX3C
A

teracts

inwith

HLA-A
HLA-A
KIR2DS4

TRAC :: HLA- TRAC
A

teracts

inwith

sapiens

IDB-

331173;
-

1

BIOGRID-289251;

-

1

BIOGRID-722358;

-

1

BIOGRID-935933;

protein

HLA-A
MAGEA4

:: MAGEA4

HLA-A

physically

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

interacts with
HLA-A
HLA-A :: BAG6

HLA-A
teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

BIOGRID-935934;

BAG6
127

A

teracts

with

association

sapiens

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-255783;

-

1

BIOGRID-936213;

-

1

BIOGRID-280213;

-

1

BIOGRID-276690;

protein
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in- Homo

LILRB1 :: HLA- LILRB1

HLA-A
VCP :: HLA-A

VCP
acts

inter- Homo
with sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

association

protein

HLA-A
HLA-A
MAGEA4

:: HLA-A

in-

teracts

with

Homo
sapiens

protein

MAGEA4
CD8A :: HLA-A CD8A physically interacts

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

with HLA-A

128

UBC
acts
HLA-A

inter-

Homo

with sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

-

17

BIOGRID-943682;
BIOGRID-560951;
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UBC :: HLA-A

BIOGRID-593371;
BIOGRID-845127;
BIOGRID-519106;
BIOGRID-731192;
BIOGRID-939809;
BIOGRID-1030815;
BIOGRID-608885;
BIOGRID-848071;
BIOGRID-695391;
BIOGRID-985900;
BIOGRID-935893;
BIOGRID-628933;
BIOGRID-946829;
BIOGRID-609072;
BIOGRID-619617;
129

A

teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

physical

protein

interaction

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-940712;

-

3

BIOGRID-797898;
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SUMO1 :: HLA- SUMO1

HLA-A
B2M :: HLA-A

B2M

physi- Homo

cally interacts

sapiens

BIND-330499;

with HLA-A
HLA-A

BIND-330029;

:: Colocalization Homo

LMAN1

of

colocalization

HLA-A sapiens

protein

- 1

BIOGRID-722349;

-

1

BIOGRID-940322;

-

1

BIOGRID-797903;

-

1

BIOGRID-722342;

protein

and LMAN1
NEDD8 :: HLA- NEDD8
A

teracts

in- Homo
with

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

HLA-A
HLA-A :: TAP2

HLA-A

in-

teracts

with

TAP2
HLA-A
BCAP31

:: HLA-A physically interacts
with BCAP31

130

physical asso- protein

A

sapiens

ciation

JUN interacts

Homo

physical asso- protein

with HLA-A

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

teracts

inwith

-

1

BIOGRID-305567;

-

1

BIND-301498;

-

1

BIOGRID-305569;

protein
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Homo

COPB1 :: HLA- COPB1

HLA-A
JUN :: HLA-A

TAPBP :: HLA- TAPBP
A

teracts

inwith

dna

protein

BIOGRID-305561;

HLA-A
COPG :: HLA- COPG
A

teracts

in- Homo
with

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

HLA-A inter-

Homo

physical asso- protein

acts with ZD-

sapiens

ciation

protein

HLA-A physi-

Homo

physical

protein

cally interacts

sapiens

interaction

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-305568;

-

1

EBI-9090133;

-

2

BIOGRID-942127;

protein

HLA-A
HLA-A ::

ZD-

HHC17

HHC17
HLA-A :: UBC

BIOGRID-608886;

with UBC
131

:: HLA-A physi-

STAT3

cally interacts

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-892588;

-

1

BIOGRID-905779;

-

1

BIOGRID-860011;

-

1

BIOGRID-905778;

-

1

BIOGRID-283117;
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HLA-A

with STAT3
HLA-A :: GNAS

HLA-A
teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

association

protein

GNAS
ATM :: HLA-A

ATM
acts

inter- Homo
with sapiens

protein

HLA-A
GNAS :: HLA-A GNAS
teracts

in- Homo
with

association

sapiens

protein
protein

HLA-A
HLA-A
MAGEA1

:: HLA-A
physically

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

interacts with
MAGEA1

132

SYVN1

A

teracts

in- Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

with

sapiens

ciation

inter-

Homo

physical asso- protein

with

-

1

BIOGRID-593369;

-

1

BIOGRID-685381;

-

1

BIOGRID-593375;

-

1

BIOGRID-797897;

-

1

BIOGRID-695392;

-

1

BIOGRID-856544;

protein
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SYVN1 :: HLA-

HLA-A
HLA-A

:: HLA-A

in-

teracts

with

TRAM1

protein

TRAM1
UBE2J1
HLA-A

::

UBE2J1
teracts

in-

protein

HLA-A
B2M :: HLA-A

B2M
acts

with sapiens

ciation

protein

HLA-A
HLA-A
SEC61A1

:: HLA-A

in-

teracts

with

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

SEC61A1
CALR :: HLA-A CALR physically interacts
with HLA-A
133

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

BCAP31

Homo

physical asso- protein

interacts with

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

association

protein

:: HLA-A

KIR3DL2

physically

-

1

BIOGRID-288301;

-

1

BIOGRID-724004;

-

1

BIOGRID-275790;

-

1

BIOGRID-242729;

-

1

BIOGRID-593377;
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HLA-A

interacts with
KIR3DL2
BCAP31

::

HLA-A

HLA-A
CD8A :: HLA-A CD8A

in-

teracts

with

sapiens

protein

HLA-A
UGGT1 :: HLA- UGGT1
A

teracts

in- Homo
with

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

HLA-A
PSMD2 :: HLA-

PSMD2

A

teracts

inwith

protein

HLA-A

134

:: HLA-A physi-

MEOX2

cally interacts

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-951350;

-

1

BIOGRID-856347;

-

2

BIOGRID-593376;
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HLA-A

with MEOX2
MMS19 :: HLA-

MMS19

A

teracts

in- Homo
with

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

HLA-A
DERL1 :: HLA- DERL1
A

teracts

inwith

protein

BIOGRID-251198;

HLA-A

135

Interactors

Fullname

Species

Interaction

Interactor Supporting

Source

Type

Types

Publications

ID(s)

-

1

IDB-1631962;

-

1

IDB-224467;

LILRB2 :: HLA- Complex of 4 Homo

physical asso- protein

A :: HLA-B :: interactors

sapiens

ciation

protein

:: Complex of 3

Homo

physical

protein

KIR2DL3

interactors

sapiens

interaction

protein

HLA-B :: UBD

HLA-B

in-

Homo

physical asso- protein

teracts

with

sapiens

ciation

Database
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Table 5: HLA-A interacting proteins extracted from innate DB

HLA-C
HLA-B

IDB-

331171;
-

1

BIOGRID-733698;

-

1

BIOGRID-918202;

-

1

BIOGRID-241547;

protein

UBD
HLA-B

:: HLA-B

HSPA5

teracts

in- Homo

physical asso- protein

with

sapiens

ciation

inter-

Homo

physical asso- protein

protein

HSPA5
VCP :: HLA-B

VCP
acts

with sapiens

ciation

protein

HLA-B
136

Homo

physical

protein

B

sapiens

interaction

protein

physically

-

1

BIOGRID-256234;

-

1

BIOGRID-940433;

-

1

BIOGRID-243163;

-

1

BIOGRID-609514;

-

1

BIOGRID-940003;
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LILRB1 :: HLA- LILRB1

interacts with
HLA-B
SUMO1 :: HLA- SUMO1
B

teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

HLA-B
TRIM28

:: TRIM28

HLA-B

teracts

in- Homo
with

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

HLA-B
HLA-B :: PCK1

HLA-B

in-

teracts

with

protein

PCK1
NEDD8 :: HLA- NEDD8
B

teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

HLA-B

137

Homo

physical

protein

B

sapiens

interaction

protein

EZR interacts

Homo

physical asso- protein

with HLA-B

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

colocalization

protein

physically

-

1

BIOGRID-256231;

-

1

BIOGRID-242029;

-

1

BIOGRID-241853;

- 1

BIOGRID-749917;

-

1

BIOGRID-241861;

-

1

BIOGRID-875968;
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LILRB2 :: HLA- LILRB2

interacts with
HLA-B
EZR :: HLA-B

AHCY :: HLA- AHCY
B

teracts

inwith

protein

HLA-B
NDUFA9

:: Colocalization Homo

HLA-B

of

NDUFA9

sapiens

protein

and HLA-B
VARS :: HLA-B

VARS
teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

HLA-B
ADRB2 :: HLA- ADRB2
B

teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

HLA-B
138

:: HLA-B

ARHGEF4

physically

Homo

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-464462;

-

1

BIND-124619;

-

1

BIOGRID-1031949;

-

1

BIOGRID-276693;

-

1

BIOGRID-1031948;
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HLA-B

interacts with
ARHGEF4
HLA-B

:: HLA-B

HNF4A

teracts

in- Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

CD8A physi- Homo

physical

protein

cally interacts

sapiens

interaction

protein

HLA-B

Homo

physical asso- protein

physically

sapiens

ciation

with

dna

HNF4A
EDEM1 :: HLA- EDEM1
B

teracts

inwith

HLA-B
CD8A :: HLA-B

with HLA-B
HLA-B

protein

associates
with HLA-B
139

PSMD1

B

teracts

inwith

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

-

1

BIOGRID-242918;

-

1

BIOGRID-242651;

-

1

EBI-2812057;

-

6

BIOGRID-939589;

protein
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PSMD1 :: HLA-

HLA-B
PAICS :: HLA-

PAICS

B

teracts

in- Homo
with

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

HLA-B
ANTXR2
HLA-B

:: ANTXR2
interacts with

protein

HLA-B
UBC :: HLA-B

UBC
acts

inter- Homo
with sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

BIOGRID-626060;

HLA-B

BIOGRID-628932;
BIOGRID-1031307;
BIOGRID-731193;
BIOGRID-943928;

B2M :: HLA-B

B2M
acts

inter- Homo
with sapiens

association

protein

-

1

BIOGRID-689302;

protein
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cally interacts

physical

protein

interaction

protein

physical

protein

interaction

protein

physical

protein

sapiens

interaction

protein

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

sapiens

-

1

BIOGRID-942128;

-

1

BIOGRID-892662;

-

1

BIOGRID-330260;

-

1

BIOGRID-242069;

-

1

BIOGRID-241511;

-

1

BIOGRID-242213;
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HLA-B physi- Homo

HLA-B :: UBC

with UBC
HLA-B

:: HLA-B physi- Homo

STAT1

cally interacts

sapiens

with STAT1
HLA-B

:: HLA-B physi- Homo

TRIB3

cally interacts
with TRIB3

TARS :: HLA-B

TARS

in-

teracts

with

protein

HLA-B
PFAS :: HLA-B

PFAS
teracts

inwith

protein

HLA-B
PLS3 :: HLA-B

PLS3
acts

inter- Homo
with sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

HLA-B
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MSN

inter- Homo

acts

with sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

-

1

BIOGRID-243199;

-

1

BIOGRID-242897;

-

1

BIOGRID-856348;

protein
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MSN :: HLA-B

HLA-B
RUVBL1

:: RUVBL1

HLA-B

interacts with

Homo

physical asso- protein

sapiens

ciation

protein

HLA-B
MMS19 :: HLA-

MMS19

B

teracts

in- Homo
with

sapiens

physical asso- protein
ciation

protein

HLA-B
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Table 6: HLA-A interacting genes with>0.63 scoring from HIPPIE Database

Interactor-UniProt

Interactor - Entrez Interactor-gene

Score

ID

Gene ID

Symbol

HLAF HUMAN

3134

HLA-F

0.72

KI3L2 HUMAN

3812

KIR3DL2

0.72

KI3S1 HUMAN

3813

KIR3DS1

0.72

1A66 HUMAN

3105

HLA-A

0.63

BUD31 HUMAN

8896

KIR3DS1

0.63

ILK HUMAN

3611

ILK

0.63

PGH2 HUMAN

5743

PTGS2

0.63

STAT3 HUMAN

6774

STAT3

0.63

Table 7: HLA-B interacting genes with >0.63 scoring from HIPPIE Database

Interactor-UniProt

Interactor-Entrez

Interactor-Gene

Score

ID

Gene ID

Symbol

B2MG HUMAN

567

B2M

0.89

CD8A HUMAN

925

CD8A

0.85

LIRB1 HUMAN

10859

LILRB1

0.85

LIRB2 HUMAN

10288

LILRB2

0.85

KI3S1 HUMAN

3813

KIR3DS1

0.84

1B07 HUMAN

3106

HLA-B

0.76

1A01 HUMAN

3105

HLA-A

0.73

1C01 HUMAN

3107

HLA-C

0.73

AT12A HUMAN

479

ATP12A

0.73

BIG1 HUMAN

10565

ARFGEF1

0.73

BIG2 HUMAN

10564

ARFGEF2

0.73

CA112 HUMAN

55732

C1orf112

0.73

CLH2 HUMAN

8218

CLTCL1

0.73

CNDH2 HUMAN

29781

NCAPH2

0.73

ERAP1 HUMAN

51752

ERAP1

0.73

F91A1 HUMAN

157769

FAM91A1

0.73
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HD HUMAN

3064

HTT

0.73

HEAT6 HUMAN

63897

HEATR6

0.73

HLAE HUMAN

3133

HLA-E

0.73

HLAH HUMAN

3136

HLA-H

0.73

INT4 HUMAN

92105

INTS4

0.73

INT5 HUMAN

80789

INTS5

0.73

LTN1 HUMAN

26046

LTN1

0.73

PDK1 HUMAN

5163

PDK1

0.73

PI4KA HUMAN

5297

PI4KA

0.73

SGSM3 HUMAN

27352

SGSM3

0.73

SIAE HUMAN

54414

SIAE

0.73

TTC28 HUMAN

23331

TTC28

0.73

WDFY3 HUMAN

23001

WDFY3

0.73

EZRI HUMAN

7430

EZR

0.72

KI3L2 HUMAN

3812

KIR3DL2

0.72

MOES HUMAN

4478

MSN

0.72

PLST HUMAN

5358

PLS3

0.72

PSMD1 HUMAN

5707

PSMD1

0.72

PUR4 HUMAN

5198

PFAS

0.72

PUR6 HUMAN

10606

PAICS

0.72

RUVB1 HUMAN

8607

RUVBL1

0.72

SAHH HUMAN

191

AHCY

0.72

SYTC HUMAN

6897

TARS

0.72

SYVC HUMAN

7407

VARS

0.72

TERA HUMAN

7415

VCP

0.72

TIF1B HUMAN

10155

TRIM28

0.72

117189

GRDX

0.63

1C04 HUMAN

3107

HLA-C

0.63

ACCN4 HUMAN

55515

ASIC4

0.63

ADA21 HUMAN

8747

ADAM21

0.63

ADRB2 HUMAN

154

ADRB2

0.63
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AKT2 HUMAN

208

AKT2

0.63

ARHG4 HUMAN

50649

ARHGEF4

0.63

AT1A3 HUMAN

478

ATP1A3

0.63

CALR HUMAN

811

CALR

0.63

CC50A HUMAN

55754

TMEM30A

0.63

CXCR4 HUMAN

7852

CXCR4

0.63

DHSA HUMAN

6389

SDHA

0.63

EDEM1 HUMAN

9695

EDEM1

0.63

EGFR HUMAN

1956

EGFR

0.63

EGLN3 HUMAN

112399

EGLN3

0.63

ERBB3 HUMAN

2065

ERBB3

0.63

FAF2 HUMAN

23197

FAF2

0.63

FCGRN HUMAN

2217

FCGRT

0.63

FLNB HUMAN

2317

FLNB

0.63

GBRAP HUMAN

11337

GABARAP

0.63

GCP2 HUMAN

10844

TUBGCP2

0.63

GRP78 HUMAN

3309

HSPA5

0.63

HEAT1 HUMAN

55127

HEATR1

0.63

HLAG HUMAN

3135

HLA-G

0.63

IPO13 HUMAN

9670

IPO13

0.63

MCAF1 HUMAN

55729

ATF7IP

0.63

MMS19 HUMAN

64210

MMS19

0.63

NEDD8 HUMAN

4738

NEDD8

0.63

NEK4 HUMAN

6787

NEK4

0.63

PCKGC HUMAN

5105

PCK1

0.63

PDIA3 HUMAN

2923

PDIA3

0.63

PP16A HUMAN

84988

PPP1R16A

0.63

PTPRO HUMAN

5800

PTPRO

0.63

RAB10 HUMAN

10890

RAB10

0.63

RIPK4 HUMAN

54101

RIPK4

0.63

RNF4 HUMAN

6047

RNF4

0.63
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S39A3 HUMAN

29985

SLC39A3

0.63

STAT1 HUMAN

6772

STAT1

0.63

SUMO1 HUMAN

7341

SUMO1

0.63

TAP1 HUMAN

6890

TAP1

0.63

TBA4A HUMAN

7277

TUBA4A

0.63

TECT2 HUMAN

79867

TCTN2

0.63

TM11B HUMAN

132724

TMPRSS11B

0.63

TPSNR HUMAN

55080

TAPBPL

0.63

TRIB3 HUMAN

57761

TRIB3

0.63

UBD HUMAN

10537

UBD

0.63

UXS1 HUMAN

80146

UXS1

0.63

WDR11 HUMAN

55717

WDR11

0.63

